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'IHE NATURE AND EFFEC'I ON BARGAINING OF

OCCUPATiONAL STEREOTYPING IN A LABOUR RELATIONS CONTEXT

( Abstract )

This developmental proqram of research focused on an extension of

Hairers (1950) occupational stereotyping paradigm and an examination of

the effects of such stereotyping on bargaining. The first phase of the

research focused on adapting the basic Haire (1950) paradigm to include

government officials within a tripartite framework. Materials and pro-

cedures were developed and tested on undergraduate students and then

applied to contemporary working manaqers, trnion of ficers, and govern-

ment of f icials. Results indicated that managers, union of ficers, and

government of ficials generate stereotyped descriptions of. themselves

which are different from the stereotyped descriptions they use to des-

cribe the others and different again from the stereotyped discriptions

the others use to describe them. The second phase of the research

focused on an examination of the effect of these student generated

occupational stereotypes (expectations) on the success of bargaining in

a laboratory paradiom. In the laboratory, undergraduate students

playing the roles of managers anrl union officers, negotÍated the waqes

portion of a fictÍtous contract for experimental pay. Subjectsr expect-

ations for their opponents was experÍmentally manÍpulated wÍthín each

barqaining dyad via descriptions of the opponents, and the effects of

this manipulation on bargaining success was observed via Seven separ-

ate dependent measures, inciuding number of settlements, number of

strikes, Iockouts, and requests for concilliation, time to settlement,



distance apart at the conclusíon of bargaining, subjects perceived

success of bargaining, and willinqness to renegotiate with same

partner. The results indicated that violation of subjectsr expectancies

for their opponentsr behaviour produced fewer settlements, more strikes

and lockouts, more requests for conciliation, shorter times to settle-

ment, Iess perceived success of bargaining, greater willingness to

reneqotiate, and a greater distance apart at the conclusion of

bargaininq. The implications for barqaining are that barginers should

become familiar with their opponentsr expectactions for their behaviour

and act in accordance with their opponentsrexpectactions.
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CHAPTER I

LITERATURE RE VIEW & INTRODUCTION

The bargaining process has not escaped the attention of social

psychologists thouqh it wiil be shown later that the focus has been

primarily away from the concept of stereotyped role expectation and its

ef fect on bargaining outcomes. since the late I950's and early 1960rs

litera|Iy hundreds of studies on bargaininq have taken place in the

psycholoOistrs laboratory. In the words of Rubin and Brown (f975):

rrThat researchers ancì l-heoreticians have found the area of bar-
gaining important and noteworthy of their attention Ìs attested to
by the fact that more than f000 different articles and books Ìrave

been devotecl to the subject since 1960 aione!r' (p. viii)

Bargaining research by psycholooists can be orçranized in basically

three ways: (a) by the research paradigm employed; (b) by the choice

of indepencient variables under investigation; and (c) by the choice of

depenclent measures used " The commonality Ís greatest amonq the

research paradigms and the clependent measures employed since these

have been relatÍvely few in kind. I wili present a brief review of these

first followed t-ry ä lllore extensive descriptíon of the indopendent vari-

ables employed by social psycholoqical research'

Research Paradiqms

Typically, the research designs used to explore bargaining

behavior falt in to one of four categories: (a) two choice matrix games;

(b) distribution games; (c) economic exchanqe games; and (d) role

playing.
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(a) Matrix Games

These games pit a subject against either a game strategy (with the

other player being a mechanized opponent programmed to play in a

particular strategic fashion) or against ènother player. The object of

the game is usually to accumtnulate points by making one of two

choices. Point outcc¡mes are a joint function of the choices made by the

two trplayersrr. This type of game is typified by the Prisonerrs DÍlemma

(pD) game (Luce and Raiffa, 1957). in research practice, the PD game

has taken the form of subjectst choosing one of two buttons to press

with the foilowing corresponciing ouT.comes (Alexander & WeiI, 1969):

rrsubjects were given a choice between pushing a RED or a BLACK
button on each trial without knowing which the other player would
choose. If both chose Red, each would receive fifteen points; and
if both chose Black, each would receive five points . If there
choices differed, then the one choosing Red would receive zero
points, while the one choosing Biack would receive twenty points.
Obviously both players stand most to gain from a Red-Red choice
combination, and least to gain from Black-Black. The Red-Black
combination is temporarily rnost rewarding to the chooser of Black;
but since it penalizes the chooser of Red, he is not likely to ¡nake
it a stable combÍnationrr . (p. 126 )

Because the subject rnust choose between cooperating or competing

Lo ri.r<rxirrize Ìris own outcorne separately or jointly with the other player

this type of bargaining paradigm has come to be known as a mixed-

motive game.

A number of minor variations of the basic paradigm are possible

but the essential features of two choices and joint outcornes, predispos-

ing alternative strategÍes faciiitating cooperation or competition, per-

sist. Other more complex matrix games include the Parcheesi Coalition
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game with three players (Vinacke and Arkoff, 1957) and the Acme Bolt

Trucking game (Duetsch & Krauss, 1960 ) . Morley and Stephenson

(L977) criticize matrix games like the PD game on the grounds that they

do not Simulate bargaining, even very simple bargaining situations

since: (a) even though outcomes are joint in the Sense that they are a

function of choices by both players, tnatrix games display an absence of

joint decision-makin (b) subjects are given complete knowledge of the

outcomes by way of a payoff matrix or table; (c) payoffs are normally

trivial in value and not of inherent importance to participants; and

finally (d) no social relationships are allowed to develop between

players. RubÍn and Brown (1975) add the following crlticism: rrsillce

players typically can not choose to opt out of a PD relationship, one

may question whether true bargaining can occur in this game'r . (p" 24)

(b) Distribution Games

As the name irnplies, these games involve the distribution of points

or money between players with the winner being the one with the

greatest number of points at the end of the game. Subjects are not

allowed to split points evcnly, and normally lower limits are set on the

minimum number of points a player must receive on any one trial before

that triai counts in his favour. A good example of this kind of game is

the rtGame of grsrr employed by Kelley, Beckman, and Fischer (1967).

In each trial, players must decide how to divide a specified number of

points between them (no even spiits allowed) with each player having

been given a minimum necessary sharc. (MNS) value which he must tneet

or exceed to score on that trial. Subjects are usualiy ignorant of their
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opponentsr MNS values. Variations of this game might include the

division of different point values (other than 9 used by Kelley,

Beckman, and Fischer, 1967) or the division of money rather than

points.

As Morely and Stephenson (L977) note, some limitations of dis-

tribution games are: (a) considerable time pressures which may induce

focus on number rather than quality of settlements; and (b) restrictive

communication that focuses on outcomes.

(c) Games of Economic Exchauge

This popular bargaining strategy is exemplified by the Bilateral

Monopoly game (Siegel and Fouraker, I960). Players (subjects) are

assigned the roles of buyer and seller and attempt to maximize profits

(in points or real money) by seiling commodities at high prices and

buying commodities at low prices. Each player is provided with ô

profit table which specifies profits to be made by purchasing or selling

a specified number of items at a variety of prices. Potential outcomes

to buyers and sellers are negatively correlated.

Morley and Stephensorr ( I97I ) of fer criticisms of such gamcs as

bargainÍng paradigms: (a) because outcomes are not perfectly negative-

ly correlated, offers of equai value to one player (since profits are a

function of a range of prices and quantities in some cases) may be of

unequal value to his opponent; (b) some agreements maximize joínt gain

whiie others do not ; and (c ) excessive time pressures exist " Rubin

and Brown (1975) offer the foilowing criticisms: (a) communication is

restricted to written exchange of off ers; and (b ) players can not

choose to opt out of the relationship.
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(d) Role Playing

In this paradigm (used extensively by Bass, 1966; and Druckman,

rg67 ; I96g ) subjects are required to learn the cletails of a particular

dispute from standard materials provided by the experiments, are

assigned roles (union and management for example), and then ôre

required to neqotiate the outcome of a number of issues as though they

were representinq parties to that clispute. Subjects are asked to reach

agreement on as many issues as possible.

Two criticisms that can be levelied at this paradigm are: (a) the

demands on the actors to simulate the behavior of parties to the dispute

are consiflerable ; and ( b ) lt is ¡ot known to what extent such a

paradigm simulates collective rather than interpersonal bargainÍng'

It can be seen that the more complex paradigms (role playing)

demonstrate increased visual and verbal contact between subjects (some-

thing absent in the other game paradigms) but sacrifice experimental

control of factors contributing to bargaininq outcomes.

Dependent Measures

One fcature which pervades almost alt the hargaÍ.ning research is a

f ocus on tangible outcomes. Success in matrix, distribution, and

exchange games is usually def inecf by points earned by subjects;

success in role playing is usually established by the number of settle-

ments reached. Though there can be little doubt that these are impor-

tant indÍcators of success the restrictions on the barqaining process

placed by this focus have been prohibitive. Researchers have typically

timited their measures of behavior to cooperation and competition exclu-
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sively in the game paradigms as well as the role playing paradigms

since the assumption appears to be that cooperation produces high joint

outcornes (successful bargaining) and competition produces either high

or low individual outcomes or low joint outcomes depending upon the

particular subject choices.

According to Rubin and Brown (1975):

rrthe two most frequently selected measures of effectiveness have
been (I) the number of coo rative or com tive choices made
throu hout the tot trials an nitude ttnum ma

outcomes o t e bar rs. (p. 3a )

But bargaining often involves intangible issues which because of their

difficulty or inconvenience in measurement, have been ignored. Again

to quote Rubin and Brown (i975):

'rthe determination of bargaining effectiveness becomes a complex
task. The gain or loss of honor, prestige, or reputation cannot
easily be assigned a doliars and cents value: moreover, the effect
of highhandedness - even if rsuccessful on a future bargaining
relationship is equaily difficult to assess.'r (p. 33)

lvlorley and Stephenson (1977 ) offer sirnilar sentiments:

I'Negotlatlon rndy ]¡e regarded as successf ul when agreements arc
reached and those agreements are of high quality. However, while
it is easy to measure number of deadlocks, time to agreement,
etc. Ít is not always easy to Say when an agreement is of high
quaiity and when it is not .. . in principle one might ask questions
tit<e: Did one subject dominate another? Did settlements reflect
principies of equity or equaiity? How satisfied were the subjects
with the agreements reached?rr (p. 57)

In summary it has been suggested that bargaining research at

Ieast as it has been conducted by social psychologists has been rela-

tively restrictive with respect to both types of paradigms and kinds of
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dependent measures. Criticísm has been of fered to f urther suggest

that these restrictions have served to limit the generalizeabiiity of

baroaining research to everyday bargaíninq particularly collective bar-

gaining but not exclusively so. Some limitatÍons mentioned have been

severe time limitations, lack of availability to opt out of bargaining

sessions, restrictive or lack of communication between parties,

restrictiveness of alternatives, lack of joínt decision making, and

restrictive focus on tangible outcomes as measures of ef fectiveness or

success. Armed with a knowledge of these restrictÍons it is time to

turn to a ]rrief examination of the range of independent variables

employed in barqaining research.

Independent Variables EmPIoYed

This section wiII not attempt to describe all of the variables

employed by social psychologists in their examÍnation of the bargainÍng

process. Rather it witl be restricted to the portion of the field seen as

most likely to yield insight into the relationship between subjectsl

expectations and success of bargaining. Other categories of variables

are plentÍf ul in the literature and have been treated fairly completely

elsewhere (Rubin and Brown, 1975).

A good portion of the literature on bargaining research has been

devoted to the behavior of the individuals in the bargaining process

and is rouohly divisible into two distinct categories: (a) background

characteristics (age, sex, race, intelligence, status, etc. ) and (b)

personalÍty characteristics (authoritarianism, need for approval,

willingness for risk-takÍng, initial attitude, motivation, etc' )' One
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would expect to find the role of subject expectancies somewhere within

these two categories, more probably in the latter although the relation-

ship between background and personality is suf f iciently complex to

warrant a search through both classes of variables for a clue to the

relationship between subjectsr experimental expectancies and ef fective-

ness of bargaining. A thorough search of the research utilizing both

personality and background variables proved disappointing for two

reasons : (a) only two Studies found, directly address the possible

relationship between subject expectancies and bargaining behavior

(Garrrer & Deutsch, 1974; I-aey, 1978) and even here the variable was

of secondary importance; and (b) many researchers have implicitly

employed the concept of subject expectancies but have not systematic-

ally varied it as a unique variable and examined the consequences.

presented first wili be a review of those studies which address

subject expectations implÍcitly but do not deal directly with such

expectations as a variable in its own rÍght. This will be followed by a

description of the Lacy (1978) and Garner & Deutsch (1974) studies.

Studles Which LnplicitlY Deai with Subject Expectations

The studies which come closest to examining subject expectancies

are those dealing with the issue of motivational orientation (IVIO), the

attitudinat disposition toward the other in a bargaining dyad, most com-

pletely explored by Deutsch (i958; 1960). In the Deutsch paradigm, a

subjectrs IMO is manipulated via instructions so that the subject is

induced to behave (a) cooperatively (with an interest in the otherrs as

well as his own well being); (b) competilively (with an interest in doing
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better than the other ) ; or (c ) individualistically (with an interest in

maximizing his own benefit without regard for the other). Though IVIO

is normally induced through experimental instruction requesting that he

behave cooperatively, competitively, or individualisticaliy, other

researchers have attempted to induce tvlo through rnanipulation of

reward structure (Wallace and Rothaus, 1969; Gallo and DaIe, I9ô8; and

Krauss, 1966). Following MO induction in the Deutsch (1958; 1960)

studies, subjects bargained Ín a PD paradigm. The independent vari-

ables of interest for Deutsch were (i) the complexity of communication

allowed (which varied from none, through communication of choice

expectation for the opponent, to cornmunication of choice expectation

and reaction to violation of trust, i.e. fairly complete communication

regarding responses to the otherrs choices; and (2) the particular MO

induced.

Deutsch (1958 ) had subjects indicate how they expected their

opponents to choose prior to their actually indicating their own choices

to the experirnenter so he had in essence a premeasure of subjectrs

expectancies. Deutsch tabied the percentages of cooperatÍve or com-

petitivc choices made by subjects with either cooperative or competitive

initial expectancies but he failed to analyze the data for ef fects of

violation or non-violation of choice expectancies. In addition the data

appeèr to be confounded by two factors: (a) subjectsr initial expecta-

tions may be predetermined by their experimentally Índuced MO's; and

( b ) notes exchanged by subjects indicating to their opponents their

intentions were all cooperatively bÍased, that is they all expressed a

cooperative intention.
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It Ís surprising that Deutsch, ( I95B ) overlooked the subjectsl

expectations and the consequences of the opponentsr reactions to these

expectations, particularly in view of the fact that he seemed to expect

conflict when choice expectancies were violated:

rthe nature of any onooing system is such that violation is likely
to occur, if only by chance. Hence, for the system to endure,
there must be some way of avoiding the following self-perpetuating
cycle : vioLatÍon on the part of Person I, leading to a reaction to
Irs violation on the part of Person II, leading to expectation of
distrust from II and hence, to repeated violation by I, leading to
Irs violation on the part of II, etc.rr (p. 273)

Several researchers have manipulated the concept of lviO, some by

utilizing the original method of inductlon by insLructiotrs devised by

Deutsch ( 1958 ) , eg. Griesinger and Livingston ( 1973 ) , Kanouse and

wiest (1967), and Radlow, weldner and Hurst (1968), some by showing

subjects previous strategies employed by bargaining subjects and

characterizing cooperation or competitive strategies with positive or

negative adjective traits (Alexander and Weil, 1969) some by varying

the reward structu re attached to dif f erent MOrs (Wallace and Rothaus ,

1969; Gatlo and Dale, 1968; and Krauss, 1966), and some by assigning

subjects on the basis of some premeasured attitude (McNeeI, L973;

Benton, Gelber, Kelley and Lieblinq, 1969; and Kelley and Stahelski,

1970a; 1970b).

Even though the very manipulation of MO has implicit in it certain

expectations of a relationship between initiai choice expectations by

subjectsfortheiropponentsandbargaininçroutcomes,sucharelation-

ship has been overlookecl in all these studies. Much of the blame can

be attributeci to the focus of attentÍon on other relationships of interest

with only passinq interest in the overall outcome of subjectsr predis-
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positions or the outcome of a specific trial. The literature has dealt

extensively with patterning of moves i.e. what are the consequences of

a particular type (cooperative or competitive ) of initial choice or a

particular pattern of choices? Such studies are too numerous for the

scope of this review and readers are referred to one of the excellent

literature reviews such as Rubin and Brown (1975). What is clear is

that even in the research on move patterns the focus has been on

outcomes related to actual choices rather than subject expectancies.

That subject expectancies or any of a number of other subject

relatecl variables is an important arca for investigation is stated in no

uncertain terms by Rubin and tsrown (1975):

trsocial psychologists need to become far more imaginative in their
development of dependent variables rmean joint outcomer and rfre-
quency of. cooperative choicer ère valid measures of bargaining
effectiveness. But surely there are other, perhaps more complex
indices that may be employed to assess bargaining effectiveness as

well all too often, moreover, potentialiy valuable measures of
bargainersr preferences, expectations, Íntentions, and attitudes
toward one another have been tacked onto a desirJn simply because
it is expedient or convenient to do so. The time has come to move
such measures and others out of the dark recess known as rsup-

plementary analysisr and back into the forefront of researchers'
attention, where they belong. r' ( p. 297 )

Clearly these remarks were intended to address the limitation

placed by traditional researchers on the dependent measures employed

but the arguments are equally salient in addressing the repeated choice

of a seemingly standard set of independent variables. It is this rela-

tive restriction, I think, which allowed Rubin and Brown (1975) and

othe::s (Morley and Stephenson, L977) to review many hundreds of

articles in a fairly concise and organized fashion.
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The Lacy (f978) Study

One of the two studies which bridge the gap between traditional

bargainÍnq research and the present investigatÍon is a study reported

by Lacy ( I97B ) whose primary Ínterest was in sex ef fects and who

explored subject expectancies regarding theÍr role as a mediator of sex

ef fects. Subjectsr initial choice expectations were assessed and the

effects of these choices on cooperative or competitive behavior in a PD

game analyzed. Lacy hypothesized that a particÍpantrs expectations of

cooperation would be positively related to subsequent levels of coopera-

tive behavior. Thus Lacy hypothesized that subjects who expected

others to be cooperative and found this unconf irmed by the others

behavior would respond with hiqher levels of competitive behavÍor. The

overall predicted ef fect was conf irmed although separate male/female

analyses revealed that it was only statistically signifÍcant for women.

The Garner and Deutsch (I974) Study

The other crucial study which extends beyond the normal variables

of interest in the MO literature to examine at least superf icially, the

effect on barqaining of subjectsr expectancies, was repor:teri by Garner

and Deutsch (L97 4). These investigators systematically varied the

information a subject receÍved about his partnerrs orientation in a PD

game and hypothesized that more intense neqative af fect toward their

partners would be aroused when the subjects' expectations about part-

ner were disconfirmed than when subjects possessed truthful information

about their partnersr dissimilar orientation. AII subjects were given

cooperative or competitive MOrs via tape recording'
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In each pair, one s was given the cooperative MO, and one the

competitive MO. To create the expectation manipulation, some Srs were

told that both they and their partners were receiving the same

Ínstructions (thus each would have expectations of the other opposite to

the way they were instructed to behave); some Srs were told that only

they were receiving a particular set of instructions and received notes

indicating that their partners would be playing with an orientation

opposite to theirs. The results showed: (a) that cooperative subjects

who were informed that their partners also had a cooperative orientation

when their partners actually had competitive orientations, felt more

annoyed with and more hostile toward theÍr partners after the game was

played than before; and (b) that cooperative subjects who knew their

partners had a dif ferent orientation from themseives felt less annoyed

with and less hostile towarcl their partners after the game was played

than before.

The latter result is of particular importance since later in the

present research it will be shown that parties to a collective bargaininq

dispute hold stereotyped views of one another that characterize the two

parties (managemcnt and union ) as basically subscribinq to ri jf ferent

orientations. From the Garner ancl Deutsch (I974) study one would

suspect that management and union representatÍves (who it will be

shown have stereotyped expectatir:ns of one another) should encounter

more negative affective orientations toward one another.

hundreds of

investigatorrs

In view of the fact that of several

researchers (to this

studies on

knowledge)bargaining only two
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thought it valuable to explore the ef fect of subject expectancies and

even in one of those instances the expectancy variable was of secondary

importance, one might validiy question why the present research should

focus on such an ignored variable as partÍcipantsr expectations for the

other, and why, as the reader wÍIl soon see, the investigation should

be relatively much more complex in itsr paradigm. Two reasons are of

primary importance (a) the fact that managers actively involved in the

process of neooliating collective agreements in the field focus on per-

sonality or rrrolerr variables as sitlnificant determinants of conflict in

5arqaining praetice; anri (b ) as has been clescribed carlier, several

researchers have critized traditional research paradigms and classified

them as relatively unrepresentative of the bargaining process as we

know Ít in everyday use. Two sets of remarks by RubÍn and Brown

(1975) support the direction and form of the present research. The

first set of remarks addresses the direction of the research:

rrln order to understand the bargaining process, and in order to
increase our confidence in this understanding, we need to consider
the ef fects of multiple variables, using a variety of methods
BarqainÍng, after all, goes on all around us, all the time, in
innumerable contexts. Yet how often have we taken advantaçre of
this fact and ief t the cxpcrimcntal laboratory in search of real
baroaining incidents? Clearly there is a need for more, much
more, observation of as well as intervention in the bargaining
process as it occurs in reality.rr (p. 298)

The second set of remarks by the same authors addresses the need

for more complex, more representative forms of research:
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rrFirst of all, social psychologists interested in the study of
bargaining need to find a way of developing richer and more
interesting laboratory paradigms than are presently available
the PD game has given rise to hundreds of experimental studies,
despite its obvious simplicity and many limitations. Similarly,
other paradigms (such as the Acme-Bolt Trucking game, the
Parcheesi Coalition game and the Bilaterial Monopoly game) have
been latched onto with considerble, if lesser, zeal even though
they represent only partial and iargely incomplete abstractions of
the bargaining process. rr (pp. 296-297 )

In keeping with some of the final considerations and suggestions

provided by researchers, notably Rubin and Brown (1975) the present

research represented an attempt to isolate and examine a single variable

of interest, namely the expectations held of one another by parties to a

bargaining or negotiating relationship, within a collective bargaining

context, specifically those stereotyped expectations presurnably attribu-

table to the differentiai roles that they adopt (management versus

union) as a function of their occupational roles. That such roles might

influence the bargaining process and outcomes is suggested by the fact

that surveyed managers condemn trpersonality clashrr as a chief contri-

butor to negotiating breakdowns. Within a social psychological perspec-

tive an examination of the rneaning of this condemnation by managers

represents a viable route for exploration and theory building in the

area of the bargaining process.

Recently, a group of managers were asked to indicate why col-

lective bargaining breaks down before agreement is reached (tselanger,

1975). These surveyed managers cited the behavior of individuals at

the bargaining table as a major contributing factor. More specifically,

trpersonality clashrr was one of the most frequently mentioned problems.

What these mðnagers have labetied personality clash might in fact

better be called role clash or role conflict (Lawless, 1979): rrI have

often heard interpersonal conflict within the organization referred to as

rpersonality clashr. True personality clash is probably rare. The
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problem is far more likely one of role conflict. Labelling a conflÍct as

personality clash is usually taken to mean that it is runfortunate but

unreconcÍlable' and hence it is impossibie to do anything about itrr (p.

342). Brown (1965) distinguishes between roles and personality in the

following manner: ttRoles are units of a social system and personalities

are enduring traits and motives linked to a human organismrr (p. i54).

Wrightsman (L972) defines the term role asrrthe set of behaviours or

functions appropriate for a person holding a particuiar position within a

particular social context" (p. 23).

In a relatively short-Iived Ínterpersonal, situation such as a sinqle

barqaining sesslon or series of bargaÍning sessÍons it is very likely that

roles rather than whole integrated personalities are being exhibited and

it is possibly these roles that generate the conflict reported by the

surveyed managers in the Belanger readings. Important questions to

be dealt with here are: How does this 'rrole conflictrr come about? Does

this conflict manifest itself in actual bargaining and if so, how?

Abravanel (I962 ) has demonstrated that rrpersonalÍtyrr which is

perceived in the behavior of others is dependent on the roles which are

presumed to apply to the others. Abravanel. played a recording of a

single speaker to his subjects under the guise of its being a telephone

conversation (in which the listener never speaks ) between : (a ) a

college instructor and one of his students, or (b ) a coliege instructor

and the Chairman of the instructorts department" The alleged speakers

were the student and the Chairman respectively. Subjects were asked

to characterlze the conversation involving either the presumed Chairman

or presumed student af ter hearing identical conversations. When the
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conversation involving the fictitious student was characterized it was

seen as rraggressiverr , rrambitiousrr, and rregotisticalrr. The same conver-

SatiOn waS viewed aS rr hesitantrr, rrcOmpassionôterr, And rrindecisiverr when

attributed to the fictitious ChaÍrman. Thus ones perceived personality

(if it can be represented by the sum of the traits ascribed) may vary

as a function of the roles assigned to him, even though the behavior

does not vðry. This conclusion is supported by others (Asch, 1946;

Haire and Grunes, 1950; and Kelley, I950) and of particular importance,

within a labour relations context (Haire, 1955 ) . These studies will be

dealt with later in this section.

In order to account for the above finding it is essential to

distinguish, as Lawless (1979 ) does, between role rrexpectatÍonsrr and

actual behavior: trThe expectation represents how the person (the

actor ) who fiils the role category Ís supposed to act . o o The role

behavior refers to how a specific person in a role category actually

behaves', (p. 2371. If role behavior is not appropriate for the partic-

ular role expectation for an individual, then the perceived personality

will be different from that for an appropriate role behaviour withÍn the

same role oxpectation category. Judging from the ciifferential charact-

erizations ascribed by Abravanelrs subjects to the sham telephone con-

versation it would appear that for them at least, the content of the

telephone conversation was more appropriate for the Department Chair-

man than for a student.

The Abravanel finding is not unique. In a classic study Asch

(1946) found that the perception of a single personality variable (trait)

influenced the perception of other aspects of the rrtotal personalÍtyrr .
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In thÍs study two groups of students were read lists of characterÍstics

that purportedly applied to a fictÍtious person. The two lists were

different in only one respect: one list contained the wordrrwarmrr; the

other contained the word rrcoldtr. This slÍght variation caused the two

groups of subjects to form quite different impressions of the fictitious

target. Kelley (1950 ) , utilizing the Asch manipulation, obtained similar

results in real ongoing interpersonal situations (he varied the actual

behavioral warmth or coldness of the target as opposed to simply vary-

ing the wriLten descriptÍon of the target as Asch had done). Haire and

Grunes (1950) were able to demonstrate the same Gestalt-Iike person-

ality reorganization by varying the description of a factory workerrs

characterlstlcs (here the wordrrintelligeutrr was either embedded in or

omÍtted from a standard description ) .

How might conflict at the bargaining table be related to the

phenomena just described? The studies citecl above indicate that slight

role or characteristic chanqes can generalize to major changes in per-

ceived personality. If what managers report to be personality clash is

in actuality role conflict that generalizes via reorganizatÍon to what they

perceive as personality conflict, then an understanding of role per-

ceptions in labour relations might help to clarify if not resolve these

problems.

Haire (i955 ) investigated role perceptions of managers and union

officers in an attempt to discern how each party viewed itself as well as

how each party viewed the other. The subjects in this study were 76

members of a Central Labor Council (Union) and I0B industrial relations

or personnel men (Management). Each party was presented with a
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photograph of a man and an accompanying description of the man in the

photograph. The photograph was chosen such that it represented an

rrordinary personrr ( quotation marks mine ) . Within each category

(management or union) the target (photograph) was descrlbed

essentially the same except that the occupational role was varied; the

target was either a rrlocal manager of a smali plant which is a branch of

a large manufacturing concernil or a rrsecretary Treasurer of his

Union". In actual fact, two different photographs were employed in

this investigation in a counter-balanced fashion but since the author did

not elaborate on di,fferences between them I will ignore this manipulation

for the present. Subjects were asked to check off adjectives (from a

Iist of 290 ) which they thought applied to the target based on the

timited information they had at their disposal in the form of the photo-

graph and the brief written description. The study was presented as

one involving the perception of others in a limited information situ-

atÍon. The brief description consisted of the following : The person

(I) is almost 46, (2) is healthy, (3) has been married for a long time

and has a family , (,4) has held several jobs , all successf ully, ( 5 ) has

few hobbies or interests outside of famÍly and work, (6) reads news-

papers and fixes things around the house, and (7 ) insert appro-

priate occupational role.

The results indicated that each category of occupation held a

stereotyped perception of itself and of the other party and these per-

ceptions were very different depending on who was perceiving whom.

Management for example, saw itself differently from the way UnÍon saw

Management and differently again from the way it saw Union. In Hairers
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words: rrOn the basis of this data it seems clear that labor and manage-

ment are not talking to the same people when they confer with one

another although they are only two people in the room, four people

seem to be involved in the conversation under these circumstances

it seems hardly possible that the statement can mean the same thing to

both partiesrr (p. 2II).

The situation described by Haire can be viewed as a potential

source of conflict, one which ínvolves the dÍstinction between role

expectations and role behaviour. The stereotypes of one another held

5y I-lnir:n ancl Management corresponcÌ to thc normatÍve or expected

traits for each party, depending on the point of view. If each party at

the bargaining table holds dif ferential expectations of one anotherrs

behaviour or characteristics underlying future behaviour then conflict is

inevitable; each party may perceive that the other is acting out of

character or out of role, yet each is acting in consonnance with what it

perceives to be normative for itself .

The ínitial aim of the present study was twofold: (a) Phase 1- to

examine the role perceptions of three parties, Union, Niianaç¡ement, and

Gover¡¡rerrt; and (b ) Phase 2 - to examine the ef fects of the se role

perceptions on barqaining behaviour involving union and management'

The specific intentÍon was to generate a picture of what role expecta-

tions each party has for itself and for the others. The addition of the

third party (government officials) in the initial phase may satisfy matry

who believe that a tripartite labour relations system is an important

concern for the future. Having established the specÍfic role expecta-

tions for each party, it was then necessary to examine the effects of

these role expectations on barçIaining.
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Figure I below illustrates the developmental sequence of events in

this research program. From the figure, it can be seen that it was

first necessary to develop the materials and procedures required and to

test the validity of Hairers (1950) assumptions about role stereotyping.

These assumptions would be expanded via some modification to Hairers

(1950) paradigm to include government offÍcials. Following this phase

of the research (Pilot Study and Phase I ) the research endeavoured to

test the effects of the stereotyped role expectatÍons on bargaining

success in a laboratory settinq.



FiGURE I

The major developmental or chronoloqical sequence of various phases of
the total research Program.

Chronological Position
of a Particular Phase
and the Chapter in
Which it can be Found

I
(Chapter 2 )

,
(Chapter 3)

3
(Chapter 5 )

4
(Chapter 6 )

Descriptive LabeI
Of the Phase

Occupational
Stereotypes
(Pilot Study)

Occupational
Stereotypes
(Phase I)

Ascertaining
Studentsl
Stereotyped Views
of Managers and
Union Officers
(Preliminary
Research )

Effects of
Stereotyped
Expectation on
Bargaining
(Phase II)

22

Purpose of the Phase

'Io provide an initial
test of material and
procedures and some
preliminary results for
the investiqation of
occupational stereotypes

To test the validity of
Hairers (1950 ) conclu-
sions for contemporary
managers and union
officers and to extend
these conclusions to a
tripartite labour rela-
tions system

To develop some of the
materials and proce-
clures necessary for the
examination of the
effects of stereotyped
expectations on bar-
gaining

To experimentally mani-
pulate partyrs expecta-
tions for his bargainÍng
partner and examine
effects of behavioural
violation of the expecta-
tions on the success of
bargaining
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CHAPTER 2

OCCUPATIONAL STEREOTYPES ( PILOT STUDY )

Introduction

Before actually attempting to measure role expectations for

managers, union of ficers and qoverment of ficials , it was necessary to

first develop and test a number of materials and procedures for later

use. In order to provide an initial test of materials and procedures for

use in this proposed investigation and to provide some preliminary

quidelines for research in thjs area, a piiot study was conducted which

employed unclergraduate students from the University of Manitoba

Department of Psycholoqy Subject Pool. The method and results of the

pÍlot study appear below.

METHOD

Subjects

One hundred and five male and female subjects were cirawn via

sign-up booklets from the Introductor:y Psychology Subject PooI at the

UnÍversity of Manitoba and randomly assigned to one of four groups:

( 1 ) Materials Selection Group ( N=60 ) ; (2\ Experimental Group #f

(N=15); (3) Experimental Group #2 (N=15); (4) Experimental Group #3

( N=l5 )

Procedure for Materials Selection Group

The Materials Selection Group was employed in order to isolate a
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target photograph appropriate for use in thÍs experirnental design which

for the most part resembled that employed by Haire (1955). In a group

setting, each of the 60 subjects was gÍven a sheet consisting of I5

photographs (see AppendÍx A). Subjects were instructed to quess the

occupatÍon of each of the tS males photographed (see Appendix B )'

Three choices were given: (a) Manager, (b) Union Officer, and (c)

Government Official.

Results of Materials Selection

For the purpose of continuity the results of the stimulus selection

procedure wiII be reported at this time" Of the fS photoqraphs three

were ascribed predominantly one occupational statement or another (see

Table I). Photograph #4 was seen predominantly as a government

officÍal (\2=6.42; df.=Z; p<.05). A significant number of subjects

quessed that the person in photograph #6 was a union officer 1y2=B'32;

d,f.=Z; p<.05) and that the person in photograph #14 was a manager

1y2=8.32; df.=Z; p<.05). Subjects failed to discriminate significantly

between the other L2 photographs on the basis of probability of occupa*

tion (see Appendix A for Ídentification numbers).

The criterÍon for acceptability as a stimulus tarçret was earlier

specified as a photograph which clearly did not elicit a particular occu-

patÍonal response. Since photographs #4, 6, & 14 elicited a predomin-

ance of a particular response they were eiÍminated from further con-

sideration. A iack of predominance of one response over the others (a

low chi square value) could be interpreted as representing a neutral

stimulus. As the aim here was to select the most neutral stimulus tar-
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get possible, the photograph which yielded the lowest chi-square value

was selected ; photograph #5 satisf ied this criterion (see Table I ) but

did not reproduce well, so photograph #Il was chosen.

Procedure for Experimental Groups

The remaining three groups of subjects were presented with the

single stimulus target selected by the above procedure as well as a

brief general description of the indÍvidual in the photograph (see

AppendixC,D,orE).Experimentalçrrouplreceivedthegeneral

description with a statement that the i.ndiviclual was a manager (see

Appendix C). Experimental group 2 received the general description

and was led to believe that the target stimulus was a union officer; the

third experimental group received the general description but was led

to believe that the target was a government offÍcial (see Appendices D

and E respectively).

All subjects were asked to describe the target stimulus based upon

the informatÍon provided by the brief seneral description (incluciing the

occupational statement embedded in the description) and the photograph

provicied bry checking off any of the three hunclrerl adjectives in the

accompanying Adjective Check List ( ACL ) which they believed were

probably characteristic of the tarqet (see Appendix F).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 lists the adjectives most frequently used to describe a

manager, that is, to describe the target by the subjects in experÍmental
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Table I

Percentage of subjects ascribing each of the three occupational
statements to the fifteen potential stimulus targets

Target
I.D. No.

% gues sing % guessingt
union officer

% guessÍng
qovrt. officialmanager yZ

3.27

4. 53

3.89

6.42*

.il

8.32*

3"27

r.37

2.00

5.48

.42

r.37

r,37

B. 32*

5, 16

t.

2.

3.

4"

5.

6.

7.

B.

o

10.

1i"

L2.

13"

14.

15,

53

42

2L

32

32

26

53

42

47

26

26

42

2L

63

37

26

47

37

li

37

63

2L

37

2L

I6

37

2L

37

26

tl

2T

il
42

58

32

iI
26

2T

32

5B

37

37

42

t1

53

* indicates significant ascription at p < .05
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group I who believecl the target to be a manager. Two criteria were

employed for inclusion in this and the following lists: (t ) an adjective

must have been checked by approximately i3 subjects in a particular

group (experimental group I in this case); and (21 an adjectíve must

not overlap wÍth any of those most frequently used to describe the

other targets (unÍon and government officials).

TaþIes 3 and 4 list the adjectives most frequently used to describe

union officers and government officials respectively, employing the same

criteria as for Tabie 2.

By compar:ing the lists of most frequcntly employed adjectives it

can be seen that the descriptions of the same target individual varied

accordÍng to which occupational statement had been experimentally

assigned. Excluding overlapping adjectives (capable, intelligent, and

patient) which were ascribed equally frequently to all three occupa-

tions, three dif ferent clusters of adjectives emerged for the three

groups respectively.

The emergence of three distinct adjective clusters even though ail

subjects belÍeved that they were describÍng the same target lends

support to the manipulation of the occupational Btatement. The nature

of the different clusters indicates that different stereotypes exÍst for

the three different occupations employed in this study. Managers were

seen by underqraduate students as beíng adaptable, cooperative,

efficient, good-natured, industrious, kind, and quiet. Union officers,

on the other hand, were seen as predominantly conscientious, consider-

ate, rìetermined, mature, organized, and serious" Finally, government

officials were viewed as being calm, confident, fair-minded, reasonable,

and sincere.
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Table 2

Adjectives most frequently used by subjects to describe managers

Adaptable

Cooperative

Ef ficient

Good-natured

Inclustrious

Kind

Quiet

% of use to
describe
managers

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

% of use to
describe
union

o-î of use to

75

75

50

63

50

50

75

describe
government

64

64

73

B2

46

73

56
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Table 3

Adjectives most frequently used by subjects to describe union officers

Conscientious

Considerate

Determined

h/iature

Organized

Serious

BO

70

60

70

90

50

73

55

27

B2

56

'7:)

% of use to
describe
union

BB

B8

BB

BB

r00

B8

% of use to
describe
managers

% of use to
describe

qovernment
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Table 4

Adjectives most frequently used by subjects to describe
government officials

% of use to
describe

government

% of use to
describe
manaqers

of use to
describe
union

%

Calm

Confident

þ'air-minded

Reasonable

Sincere

70

60

60

BO

60

75

75

75

75

63

91

9l

r00

91

9t
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It is interesting that none of the clusters included negative traits;

all three occupational groups were seen as positive. Each occupational

group however Ís seen as having very different strengths.

The implication of these results for management-labour-government

relations are great. If the same or similar stereotypes are shared by

managers, union of ficers, and qovernment of ficials then confiict could

result in negotiating settings where actual behaviour of a particular

group contradicts these stereotyped expectations. If for example

managers behaved at the barqaining table in an inflexible , uncoopera-

tive, inefficient, ill-natured, lazy, hostile, or noisy fashion this might

be viewed as inappropriate behaviour by the other parties concernecl.

Managers in this example would be seen as not acting in the best

interests of all involved.

The results of Lacy (1978) and Garner and Deutsch (L974) isolate

some of the af fective consequences of violation of a subjectrs expecta-

tions for the otherts behavior in a barqaining pair. It is vía this

affective restructurÍng that one would expect changes in levels of con-

flict and thus some resultant consequences to the success of bargaining

Ín a negotiating context. That subjectsr attitudinal predispositions can

affect the outcomes and choices made by bargainers in a game-playing

context has been adequately demonstrated elsewhere (Deutsch, I958,

1960; Kanouse and Weist, 1967; Alexander and WeiI, 1969).f One of the

significant aims of the present research was to demonstrate that among

For a complete review of articles reporting the effects
predÍspositions on bargaining outcomes, the reader is
Rubin and Brown (f975).

of subjects
referred to

I
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other ef fects, violation of subjects' behavioral expectations for their

opponents had observed effects on the affectual predispositions of

bargainers toward one another.

The picture at this point was incomplete. Two ingredients were

required to round out the picture. The first of these was a knowledge

of whether or not similar stereotypes existed amon g rrreàI " managers ,

union officers, and government officials. The second was whether or

not violations of the stereotypes that the various groups have of one

other manifest themselves in the bargaining process. This information

was needed to accurately if only partially examine some potentiai

sources of confiict due to dif ferences between role expectatlons (the

existing stereotypes ) and role behaviour (actual behaviour of the

parties concerned ) .

There was still some doubt at the tÍme of the pilot investigation

whether the student population sampled in the pilot study was repre-

sentative of the populations of real workinq adults to be sampled in

Phase I. Some indirect supportative evidence was available: In a study

which investigated the perception of Labour and Management by 855

school children in çtradcs 7 through 1t (I{aire and Morrison, 1957) Ít

was found that children perceivecl the same labour-management situa-

tÍons differently depending on their socio-economic backgrounds (pre-

sumably this was related to whether they were more closely associated

with either management or union oriented backgrounds ) . That there

were differences in perception indicated that even school-aged children

develop some stereotyping with respect to Nlanagement and Union.

This stereotyping was further supported by the pilot investigation
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Ín which University undergraduates generated different descriptions of

identical target photographs as a f unction of the stated occupation.

These results sugqested that occupational stereotyping ís present at a

relatively early stage and persists at least throughout the hiqh school

and University school period. They do not however provide any indi-

cators of the similarity of stereotypÍng between coilege aged subjects

and the working adults that were employed in the next phase of this

study.

The materials and procedures employed in this pilot study

appearerl to be useful in examining the basic issues originally addressed

in the major study. These preliminary results were suggestive of the

stereotyped roles which might be encountered in therrreal liferrsituation

and lent definite support to the existence of occupational role stereo-

types in the population of students employed here.
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CHAPTER 3

OCCUPATIONAL STEREOTYPES (PHASE I)

METHOD

Subjects

A total of 97 subjects were recruited from Certificate courses in

the Continuinq Education Division of the UniversÍty of Manitoba.

Subjects were drawn as follows:

(a) Thirty-three subjects attending a re-qular class in one of the

Mana-qement Certificat-e Courses at the University of Manitoba consti-

tuted the management sample. These subjects were all employed in

managerial capacities in Canadian industrial settings.

(b) Thirty-two subjects from the Labour Certificate course at the

University of Manitoba constituted the ljnion group. AII subjects held

union positions where they were employed and most were active in union

administration matters. Some had previously negotiated collective

açrreements for their unions and most of those that hadn'l admitted that

such activities would be major responsibilities in the future.

(c) Thirty-two subject,g from a class in the li{anagement Certificate

Course designed for employees in the PublÍc Sector macle up the

qovernment qroup. AtI subjects were employed at approximately

middle-management levels in various government departments.

MaterÍals

The materÍals ernployed consisted of the following
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(a) Targe t Photoqraph

The single target photograph empioyed here was photograph #11,

used earlier in the pilot investigation (see Appendix A). This proce-

dure represents a departure from the original llaire (I955 ) technique

where two different photographs were used. Hairers conclusion after

using more than one target stimulus was that a sampling problem

existed: rrThe most serÍous samplinq problem, however, is the degree to

which the stimulus pÍctures represent manaqement and labor iin

general.'r (p. 2I2\. This uncertainty may have been Hairers rationale

for employing multiple target photographs. In the present study care-

ful attention was paid to selection of a target photograph whlch was

sufficiently neutral that assígnment to any one of three parties (Union,

Management, and Government) was equally plausible.

(b) 'r@
'Ihree descriptions were constructed, all of which contained

identical information except for the appropriate occupational statemen[.

The Ídentical information consisted of the following: the man in the

photograph (i) is middle-aged, (2) is healthy, (3) has been married for

a long time and has a family, (4) has held several jobs, all successful-

ly, (5) has few hobbies or interests outside of family and work, and

(6) reads newspapers and fixes things around the house. The occupa-

tional statements varied as follows: the man in the photograph is (1)

the local manager of a small plant which is a branch of a large manu-

facturing concern, (2) Secretary Treasurer of his Union, or (3) the

Regional Director for the Federal Department of Labour. The occupa-

tÍonal statements were embedded within the standard target description

(see Appendices C, D, and E).
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(c) The Adjective Check List ( ACL)

Subjects were askecl to describe the tarset individual by checking

off adjectives from the 300 that appear on the Adjective Check List

(Gough and Heilbrun, 1965) that they belÍeved applied to the rrperson

Ín the photograph.'r Responses on the ACL constituted the only depen-

dent measure in this Phase. The ACL was originaily designed for the

assessment of others in a clinical setting and encompasses a wicie range

of human behaviours (see Appendix F).

Procedure:

The proceclr.rre for Phase I of the study followed that reported

earlier in the Pilot Investigation. Procedures were identical for each of

the three groups involved (Management, Union, and Government ) .

Subjects were asked to participate in a study ostensibly aimeci at exam-

ining the accuracy of perception of others under conditions involving

limited information about the others. Subjects participated in groups

since the study was conducted during class time while attending their

regularly scheduled Certificate Courses.

Each subject received one of the 3 target photograph-description

comhinatïons (which varied only in reqard to occupational statement).

These sheets were distributed at random throuqhout each class" In

addition to a target photograph-clescription sheet each subject received

an accompanying copy of the ACL and a computer scorable ACI-

response sheet (see Appendix G). A superficial examination of the tar-

get photograph-description sheets (Appendix C, D, or E) demonstrates

that a detailed comparison between any two was necessary in order to

discern the diff erences. This deliberate similarity combined with
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random distribution was intended to prevent subjects from spotting the

occupational manipulation. During the pilot investigation subjects

expressed great surprise during the debriefing session when they dis-

covered that they had not all been describing the same targets (occu-

pationally ) .

From the subjectrs viewpoint the basic task was quite simple

procedurally. He was asked to examine the tarqet photograph and

accompanying description and check off alt the adjectives on the ACL

that he thought were characteristic of the target. When subjects had

completed the task they were debriefect as a group (in class) and all

questions were answered; the true nature of the study and reasons for

deception about the purpose of the study were explained.

RESULTS

Subjects fell into one of the following categories depending on whq

was describing whom: (l ) M-14: manaqers describing a manager

(N=1I) ; (2\ M:U: managers describing a union officer (N=12) ; (3)

M-G : managers describing a government offjcjal (N=10 ) ; (4 ) u-M :

union officers describing a manager (N=11); (5) U-U: union of ficers

describing a union officer (N=10); (6) U-q: union officers describing a

government official (N=Il); (7) G-M: government officials describing a

manager (N=12) ; (B) G-U: qovernment officials describinq a union

officer (N=Ig); (9) G-G: government officials describing a government

of ficial (N=10 ) .



Cross-tabulations of groups by adjective were performed

separate tables for each of the 300 adjectives empioyed. only

300 adjectives were not employed by some subjects. 'Ihese

f ickle, foolish, infantile, irresponsible, and mischievous. It

say that the target was not perceived to have any of

3B

yielding

5 of the

5 were:

safe to

these five

qualities.

It is difficult and somewhat arbitrary to decide at rn¡hat point the

target was .seen to have a particular Ouality; that iS, how many sub-

jects must check off a particular adjective before one can assume that

tlratcfroll}]percei.vesthetargetashavinqthatquality.If50%ofa
group check of f absent-minded for example clearly the other 50% do

not. Thus with respect to absent-mindedness half the group believe

that it applies and half do not. It is not at ali clear what percentiie is

appropriate before we have confidence that a particular trait should be

part of the stereotyped description of the target. This difficulty can

be partialiy alleviated by taking a comparative approach to the issue.

If we compare the percentages of employment of a particular adjective

across groups of subjects we can then attain a measure of the relative

Írnportance of the acljective to each group. If 90e. of one group uses a

certain adjective to describe the tarqet and only 50% of another group

uses the same adjective to describe the target then clearly the former

group sees the adjective as more characteristÍc of the target.

The comparative approach is not without its drawbacks. Let us

assume that 50% of Group A uses the adjective absent-minded to des-

cribe the tarqet while Oeo of Group B uses the same adjective to des-

cribe the targeL" Clearly Group A feels more strongly that absent-

is
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mindedness is characteristic of the target than Group B, but even

wÍthin Group A the feeling is split - half of that qroup do not feel that

absent-mindedness describes the target. Which half should influence

our thinking about whether a particular characteristic is applicable or

not?

The present analysis combined the two kinds of approaches

(absolute vs. comparitive ) in an attempt to temper the weaknesses of

either approach taken alone. Adjectives chosen for analysis were scru-

tinized for their percentage of use by the particular group involved.

If atì adjective was employerì hry at least BOe¡ of all members of the

selected group it was included in the }ist of rrmost frequently used

adjectives'r (with the exception of Table B where group choices never

exceeded 75%). From this point a comparative analysis was employed in

which frequency of usage was compared between the selected group and

the other groups. For ease of presentation the results are categorized

according to the partÍcu1ar group viewpoint under analysis. For

reasons that wiII be made clear Ín the discussion section of this phase

of the study, Ievels of rejection of p =.30 were employed for these

analyses. AII les[s of significance were Chi Square tests.

I. How lVlanagers viewed themselves

The adjectives

group of managers

manager.

From Table 5

and healthy, made

chosen by the

to them as a

only 2 adjectives, conservative

employed in this analysis were those

who clescribed the target identified

Ít can be seen that

the B0% cut-off point; that is only 2 adjectives were
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Table 5

Adiectives most frequentl used by manager s to describe themselves

conservative

healthy

% of a1I

managers

choosing adj.

M-M (N=l1)

91

9r

% of use in

describing same

rnan as union

Ivl-U (N=I2)

50

75

% of use in

describing same

man as gov't

M-G (lt{=I0)

70 p<.20

60 p < .30
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employed by at least B0% of the group. The adjective conservative was

employed by 91% of this group to describe a target they believeci to be

a manager. This is different from the frequency of usaqe of the same

adjective lo describe either a union officer (50%) or ð government

of ficial (70e"). The signifÍcance of these dif ferences was modest

(p<.20). The adjective healtLr)¡ was chosen by 9i% of the managers to

describe themselves but by 75eo to describe union officers and 60% to

describe government of ficials ( p<. 30 ) .

The above results indicate that managers saw themselves as

significantly more conservative and more healthy than they saw either

union or government (Table 5).

2. How Union Officers viewed themselves

The adjectives employed in this analysis were those chosen by the

group of union officers who described the tarqet identified to them as a

union officer.

From Table 6 it can be seen that 9 adjectives met the inclusion

criterion of B0% choice by group members. These adjectives were :

orqanized FlêÞÞ, qqtile, ambitious, healthy, responsiblc, scrious,

sociable, and sincere.

The adjectÍve organized was chosen by I00% of the union qroup to

describe themselves whiie it was employed by 91% to describe manage-

ment and 46eo of the time to describe a government official, This

dif f erence was hiqhly signif icant ( p< . 0l ) .

The word stable was chosen by aII members to describe u t
s
nt.

eìÈ*'dôjh¡> 
-'siî<irÀw

Õiï lr:.,,.ii-:ji$.

by only 46% to describe management and 36% to clescribe
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Table 6

Adjectives used most frequentlv bv

union officers to describe themselves

organized

stable

active

ambitious

healthy

responsible

serious

sociable

sincerc

% of all

union officers

choosing adj.

U-U (N=10)

100

100

90

90

90

90

90

90

BO

% of use in

describing same

man as mgmrt

U-M (N=lI)

91

46

27

73

46

73

73

27

46

% of use in

clescribing same

man as govrt

U-G (ltl=l1)

46

36

27

64

9l

46

64

27

46

p ( .01

p < .01

p < .0I

p < .50

p<.02

p < .10

p < .50

p < .01

p<.20
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Frequency of usaqe Ís shown for the other adjectives listed in the

same table. Significant differences were found for 5 of the remaining 9

adjectives listed as follows: actíve (p<.0I) ; healthy (p<.02) ; respon-

sible (p<. 10 ) ; sociable (p<.01) ; and sincere (p<.20 ) .

Union officers thus viewed themselves as more organized, more

Stable, mgre active, more respOnSible, more sOciable, And more sincere

than either management or çrovernment; they viewed themselves as more

healthy than management but not more healthy than government'

3" How c¡over¡trlretlt officers viewecl thenrselves

In this analysis 5 adjectives equalled or surpassed the B0% choice

criteria : conservative dependable, capable, healthy, and prqc'!!qgl.

Table 7 lists the adjectives most frequently used by government

officíals to describe a target Ídentified as a government official. From

the table it can be seen that only I adjective, practical, was signifi-

cantly more often chosen to describe government of ficials than to

describe one of the other groups. In this case government of ficials

used practical more of ten to describe themselves than to describe

nranðgernenL, buL less ofteu thau to describe union officers 1p<.30).

4" How managers viewed union officers

Managers did not use any adjectives with the required frequency

of B0% when describing a target they believed to be a union officer.

The most frequently used adjectives were ¡gglthy and mature (chosen

by 75e" of manaqers in this group). Table B illustrates this.

When frequency of usage of these two acljectives was compared for
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Table 7

Adj ectives used most freguentlY bY

government officials to describe themselves

consc.rvative

dependable

capable

healthy

practical

90

90

90

BO

BO

B3

75

92

75

5B

% of all

govrt officials

choosing adj.

G-G (N=10)

% of use in

descrÍbing same

man as mqmrt

G-M (N=12)

% of use in

describing same

man as union

G-U (N=IO)

70 p < .50

90 p ( .50

B0 p < .50

90 p < .50

90 p ( .30
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Table B

Adj ective most frequently used bY manaçrers to descrÍbe union officers

heaithy

mature

% of all

managers

choosing adj.

M-U (N=I2)

75

75

% of use in

describinq same

man as mgmt"

M-M (N=lI)

91

55

% of use in

describing same

man as govrt

M-G (lr[=10)

60 p < .30

40 p<.30
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description of union of ficers versus description of management and

government some differences resulted. The adjective health was used

more often by managers to describe union officers (75eó) than to de-

scribe government officials (6016¡, but not more often than to describe

themselves (91%) 1p<.30). The adjective malqre was used more often

by managers describinq union officers (75%) than by managers descri-

bÍng either themselves (55%) or government officials (40%) (p<.30).

5. How managers viewed government officials

When manaqers described what thcy believecl to be a government

of ficial three adjectives were employed with the required frequency:

or ganized , methodical, and loyal.

From Table 9 it can be seen that 100% of the managers in this

group used the adjective organiz ed, to describe what they believed to

be a government officiat while only 272 used the same adjective when

the target was identified as a manager and 58% employed the adjective

when the target was identified as a union officer. Thís difference was

highty significant (p<.01). Table 9 illustrates that the other two

adjectives, methodical and logical, were also employed differently when

describing a government tarqet than when describing a union tarqet

( p<. I0 for methodical; p<. 30 for loyal) .

6. How union officers viewed managers

Union of ficers asked to describe a target

employed four adjectives at least 80% of the time

identified as a

: conservative,

manager

conven-

tional, organized, and practical (see Table 10).
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Table 9

Adj ectives most frequently used by

manaqer s to describe government officials

organized

rnethodical

loyal

% of ali

managers

choosÍng adj.

M-G (N=IO )

r00

90

% of use in

describing same

man as mqmt.

M-M (N=It)

27

64

% of use in

describing same

man as union

M-U (N=12)

58 p<

42 p<

58 p<

.01

.10

.3046BO
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Table 10

Adjectives used most frequently by UnÍon officers to describe manaqers

conservative

conventÍonal

organized

p ractical

50

40

r00

70

73

27

46

64

% of all

union officers

choosing adj.

U-M (N=It)

r00

100

9l

91

% of use in

describing same

man as union

U-U (N=I0)

% of use in

describing same

man as govrt

U-G (N=l1)

p < .05

p < .01

p < .01

p < .30
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The adjective conservative was used by 100e" of the union officers

when describing managers but by only 50% when describing union

officers and by 73% when describing government officials. These differ-

ences were signÍficant (p<.05 ) . A greater number of union of ficers

used the adjectives conventional and practical to describe managers than

to describe either themselves or government officials: 100% used conven-

tionql to describe manaqers while 40% ancl 27e" used the same adjective to

descrÍbe unÍon officers and government officials respectively (p<.0I);

91% described managers ôs practical while only 70e" and 64% used the

same arJ jective to describe union of ficers and government of ficials

respectively 1p<.30). Union officers used the adjective organized more

often to describe managers than to describe government officials (9lpa

vs. 46%) but less of ten to describe managers than to describe them-

selves (91% vs. I00%)" The difference Ín this comparison (entirely

attributable to the description of managers vs. the description of

government of ficials ) was highly significant ( p<.0I ) .

7 . How Union offÍcers viewed çtovernment officials

Only two adjectives were employed with the requircd frequency of

B0% by union officers when describing a tarqet they belÍeved to be a

government official (see Table It).

The adjective health was used by 9leo of the union of ficers to

describe government of ficials, by 90% to describe themselves, and by

only 46% to describe managers (p < . 02 ) , The same number of union

officers (91%) used the phrase narrow-interests to describe government

of ficials ; this frequency of. usage was significantly dif ferent (p<.20 )

from that used for both management (73s0) and themselves (50%).
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Tab1e 1I

Adjectives used most frequentl by union

officers to describe government officiais

healthy

narrow-interests

% of all

union officers

choosing adj.

U-G (N=I I )

9l

9t

% of use in

describing same

man as mgmrt

U-M (N=l1 )

73

% of use Ín

describing same

man as union

U-U (N=I0)

90 p<.02

50 p<.20
46
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8. How government officials viewed managers

For government officials describinq a target they believed to be a

manager seven adjectives met the B0% criterion for inclusion: civilized,

ca able, calm, conservative, conventional inteiligent, and responsible

(see Table t2 ) .

For three of these adjectives (capable, calm and responsible) no

significant differences were found between the frequency of use to de-

scrÍbe managers and the frequency of use to describe the other two

groups (union and qovernment). The adjective civilized was used by

100e" of the goverrìment officials when describing a manager and by 90%

and B0% when describing union of ficers and themselves respectÍvely

(p<.30). As seen in the table, significantly (p<.20) more government

of ficials employed the adjectives conventional and intelligent when de-

scribing managers than when describing either union or themselves (83%

vs. 50% and 50% for conventional; and 83% vs. 60% and 40e" for intelli-

gent ) . Government of ficials used the acijective conservative more often

in describinq manaqers (83%) than in describinq union officers (70%)

but less of ten than in describÍng managers (83%) than in describing

tÌremselves (100e.) . This clif ference was also sÍgnif icant ( p<. 20 ) .

9. How government officials viewed unÍon officers

When government officers described a target identified to them as

a unÍon officer, they employed seven adjectives often enough to meet

the B0% crÍterion : cautious , dependable, healthy, practical, civilized

conscientious and hqqgqt, (see Table 13).

From Table 13 it can be seen that four of the adjectives were not
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Table l-2

Adjectives used most frequently by

government officials to descrÍbe managers

civilized

capable

calm

conservatÍve

conventional

intelligent

responsible

% of all

gov't officials

choosing adj.

G-M (N=12)

100

% of use in

describing same

man as union

c-U (N=IO)

90

BO

80

7tJ

50

60

60

% of use in

describinq same

man as govrt

G-G (N=10)

92

83

B3

B3

83

B3

80

r00

70

100

50

40

60

p < .30

p ( .50

p < .50

p<.20

p<.20

p<.20

p < .50
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Table 13

Adjectives used most freq uentlv by

qove rnment officials to describe union officers

cautious

dependable

healthy

practical

cÍvilized

conscientious

honest

% of all

govrt officials

choosing adj.

G-U (N=10)

90

90

90

90

BO

BO

80

% of use in

describing same

man as mqmrt

G-M (N=12)

75

75

75

5B

t00

67

67

% of use in

describing same

man as govrt

G-G (ltl=I0)

60

90

BO

BO

BO

80

60

p<

p<

p<

p<

p<

p<

p(

.30

.50

.50

.30

.30

.50

.50
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significantly differentially used by government officials to describe the

three targets dependable, hqaEþ_y., conscientious, and ¡one:! (p<.50 in

all cases). Of the remaining three adjectives one showed a higher fre-

quency of use in describing managers and the same frequency of use in

describing government officials (civilized The adjective cautious was

used by g0% of the government of ficials to describe union of ficers by

75% to describe managers and by 60% to describe themselves (p<"30)'

Ninety percent of the government officials used prec'!!çg-i when descri-

bing union of ficers whiie 58% used the same adjective to describe

managers and B0% used practical to describe themselves (p<.30).

Summary of Results

The many analyses presented thus far can be summarized in

tabular form by eliminating those adjectives which do not meet the

earlier specified significance requÍrements and by listinq for each of the

9 group perspectives, the remaining adjectives (see Table 14).

A perusal of this table yields what one might construe to be some

of the very basic and abbreviated stereotyped descriptions for each per-

spectìve. In order to make some sense of Table 14 it is necessary to

review some of the fundamental findings thus far.

It was found from table 5 that managers viewecl themselves as more

conservative and more healthy than they viewed either union or govern-

ment. 'fhis conservative view was supported by unionrs view of manage-

ment (Table t0 ) and by governmentrs view of management (Table 12) '

although from Table B it can be seen that government viewed itself as

even more conservalive than management. These results are reflected



Table 14

An abbreviated list of the most frequently chosen

adjectives by each of the 9 perspective groups

U-U U-M U-G G-GM-MT

conservative

healthy

M-U M-G

healthy

mat-¡.rre

orqanized

methodical

loyal

G-M

civilized

conservative

conventional

intelligent

G-U

cautious

practical

civilized

orqanized conservative

stable conventional

active organized

responsible

sociable

sincere

healthy practical

narrow-minded

I See p. 32 for a description of each perspective group.

(Jt
<)1
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conservative as one of the most frequently userl

adjectives by (l) management to describe itself ; (2, union to describe

management; and (3) government to clescribe management.

Management was alone in seeinq itself as healthy (Table 5); neither

union (Table 10 ) nor government (Table LZ) viewed management as

healthy.

Union stood alone in seeing itself as organized, stable, active,

responsible, sociable, and sincere (Table 6); neither management (Tab1e

B) nor government (Table 13) described union with any of these adjec-

tives. There was âgreement hY

healthy (Table B).

management however that union is

OnIy government saw itself as being practical (Table 7). Neither

management (Table 13) nor union (Tab1e Ì1) used practical to describe

government of ficials.

Union and government viewed management clifferently from the way

management vÍewed itself (with the exceptÍon of agreement on conserva-

tive). Further, union and government were at odds with the way they

viewed management with one exception - both saw management as

conservative anci conventionai but while union saw management as beÍng

organized and practical, government viewed management as civilized and

intelligent 
"

Management was in agreement with union that union is healthy but

in disagreement with government in all respects. $Jhile management

viewed union as healthy and mature, government viewed union as

cautious, practical, and civilized.

Manaqrement and unÍon held very dif ferent views of government'



While management saw qovernment as organized, methodical,

union saw government as healthy and narrow-minded'
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and loyal,

Discussion

Although there were other combinations of perspectives or

vÍewpoints not deait with in the analysis section enough patterns

emerged in the tabled analyses to suggest that something very inter-

esting was occurring in the data: although only three occupatíonal

groups were involvecl in the investigation several different patterns of

adjectival descriptÍon weì1e generated as a function of which occupation

was being described by which experimental occupational group' Some

agreement existed as in the case where ðlI three occupational groups

viewed managers as conventional. More of ten however the groups

described themselves differently from the way they described the other

groups and from the way other groups described them. There aPPeared

to be not 3 but rather several (at least 9) different tarqets being

described by the subjects in this study.

Some precautionary notes are in order at this poínt " The

adjectives listerl Âs the most freguently employed adjectives by a par-

ticular group describing a particular target were arbitrarily chosen by

an B0% choice criterion. There were of course many other adjectives

chosen by each group, some which were close to the B0e" criteria and

some which were not so close.

Some of these adjectives which were not chosen for inclusion

demonstrated higher levels of siçrnifÍcance (when their f requency of

usage by one group to rlescribe a particular group was compared to the
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frequency of usage by the same group to describe a different group)

than some of those listed. Simiiarly some of those adjectives chosen

were not significantly dif ferentially employed when groups were com-

pared. It should be recalled that the method of analysis was chosen

because a technique was required which capitalized on the strengths of

both approaches, one which employed some advantages of each. The

present system produced stereotype clusters of adjectives for each

group perspective whÍch might change slightly depending upon the

criterion for selection. The adjectives employed demonstrated two

features: ( i ) a high frequcncy of usaqe by the particular group beÍng

examinecl; and (2) signf icant differences in usage by the same group

when describing dif ferent targets " The alternatives, choosing only

adjectives with hiqh frequency of usage in describing dÍfferent groups

or choosing only adjectÍves which regardless of frequency of usage

showed high differentiation in usage when describing different groups,

both create problems in interpretation and meaning.

In many cases significance levels reported were very modest and

exceeded the chance expectation levels normally consÍdered conventional

in psycholoqical research. The readcr should consider two imporlant

factors inherent in fÍeld research. Field research is limited in the

availability of appropriate subjects for investigation. While subject

pools in universities number in the hundreds the number of avaÌlable

and wiliing managers, union officers, and government officials is much

smaller. Sample sizes for the study were representatively smali (iargest

N employed was N=t2) particularly when the available pool is dÍvided up

into 9 suþ samples as was the case here. With small sample sizes rela-
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tively large effect sizes are necessary to produce statistically signi-

ficant ciifferences when groups are compared. In addÍtion to limitations

on sample size set by the real world one must also recognize that the

degree of control in the fieid is not nearly as manageable as it might be

in the laboratory. Although much emphasis was placed on ensuring

that only the intended variable was manipulated there may have been

many unforeseen relationships between complex human factors that were

neither observed, controlled, nor measured. One hopes in fieid

research that such relatÍonships and their consequences are randomized

throuqhout the measurement process but of course some uncertainty

always exists. Thus if one wishes to measure the effect of one particu-

lar varÍable in f ield research when several might be interplaying

simultaneously sufficiently sensitive measuring devices must be employed

or suffÍciently liberal statistical approaches taken so as not to overlook

the modestly ef fective variables which typically operate in socíal-

psychological research in the field.

No pretense is made that the small samples employed here were

representative of all management, labour, and government populations.

A genuine attempt was made to ensure some representatÍves by the

choice of samples. tJltimately the reader must decide whether the sampl-

ing process employed was appropriate. The intention of sample choíce

was to improve generalizability to the real world and in part ensure

that the stereotyping processes were not limited to the psychological

Iaboratory but rather bore some resemblance to the processes actinq

together in daily human activitiy.

That the cluster of adjectives employed by a particular occu-
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pational group are stable and enduring is not clear from this one-shot

approach. Ideally one would wish to experimentally assess the repre-

sentativeness of each grouprs adjectival descriptions in a follow-up

study. This coutd be done in a manner suggested by some of the pre-

liminary procedures employed Ín the second phase of this research

reported in Chapter 5. As an example, Ít might be useful to have

managers, union of ficers, and government of ficiais assiqn occupational

labels to the lists of adjectives generated by their respective groups in

Phase l. One would expect f.or example that if managers stereotyped

clescri¡:tions of themselves were accurately measured by this research

then to the list containing the adjectives "conservativerr andrrhealthyrl

they should predominantly ascribe the label 'rmanagerrr.

'Ihis phase of the research has suggested that management,

labour, and government do hold views of themselves which are different

f rom othersr views of them and dif ferent from their views of others.

The importance of this kind of behaviour or character stereotypinq lies

not in its mere existence, but rather in its consequences. It was

Ímportant to discover whether or not the different occupational groups

did generate stereotyped views of themselves and one anothcr, as sus-

pected in the beginning but having confirmed this notion in a prelimin-

ary fashion it was now crucial to examine what effects these stereotyped

views might have on bargaÍning, The premise of the study as a whole

was that management, labour, and government hold stereotyped expect-

atÍons of. their own and othersr behaviour and that these dif ferential

expectations lead to conflict and variaÌ:ility of behavior in bargaining

situati6ns. Phase 2 represented an attempt to manipulate the stereo-
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typed expectations that bargainers have of one another and to measure

the effect of such manipulatir:n on the success of barqaining outcomes.
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CHAPTER 4

PHASE 2 - THE EFFECTS OF STEREOTYPED

BARGAINING (AN OVERVIEW )

EXPECTATIONS ON

In general the results of Phase I of this study were similar to

those found by Haire (1955). In his report Haire suqgested the follow-

ing: 'rlt seems clear that a single person looks very different depending

on whether he is seen as a manager or as a union Secretary. More-

over, the nature of this difference depends on whether he is thus seen

by a manâger or a union man. This dÍfference in the imprcssion follows

Aschrs experience with trait-names. It seems probable that the differ-

ent perceptions lead to different overt behavior here, too, as they did

in Kelleyrs ( 1950 ) 
I experiment. rr (p. 209 ) .

The purpose of Phase 2 of. the present study was to examine

whether these dif ferent perceptions do indeed lead to meaningf ul dif-

ferences in overt behavior measured specifically by observation of bar-

gaining behaviour. It was reasonable to expect that within the limÍta-

tions described earlier the differinq perceptions uncovered in Phase I

\^/ere [rue differetlces silrce the samples employed consisted of real mana-

çrers, real union of ficers, and real government of f icials. The practical

significance of these differences was dependent upon whether perceíved

dÍf ferences do in fact manifest themselves in overt ways that might

influence the bargaining process and in ways that are measurable.

The premise of the second phase of this investigation was símple.

Parties presumably go into negotiatÍons with certain expectations about

I This is Kelleyrs 1950 study described earlier in the tst Chapter.
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themselves and one another - they view themselves and each other as

they have so descrÍbed earlier (Phase 1). What is the effect on bar-

gaining outcomes of violating or contradicting these stereotyped expect-

ations? CIearIy such questions present unsurmountable dif ficulties for

field study. Imagine if you wiII, attempting to gain the co-operation of

parties in a real life set of negotiatÍons to submit to some experimental

manipulation of human behavior. The costs are much too high and the

risks too great (when we are dealing with company profits and employee

wages) to solicit needed co-operation. Instead it was necessary to go

in to the laboratory and attempt to duplÍcato with as much realÍsm as

possible, the outcomes and behavior of a bargainlnq sltuation.

To set the stage it was necessary to create a sÍtuation in which

two parties bargainecl with one another for some potentiai gain or loss

to both parties, this gain or loss being a function of the behavior of

negotiatinq partÍes. Two elements seemed necessary if a good simulation

of barqaininq were Lo take place. First, the subjects involved had to

represent two dif ferent parties (management and union ) as closely as

possible. If subjects were to enact roles naturally it would seem

advisable that the roles not be too remote from subjects' natural ten-

dencies. Thus it was necessary to ascertaín the stereotyped notÍons

that students hetd for manaqers and union of ficers. Although some

descriptions were available from the Piiot Study reported in Phase I of

the research (which employed undergraduate students as subjects ) it

was felt that the clescriptions generated earlier by students might be

inadequate for two reasons: (1) some time had elapsed (over I year)

since thís phase of the research and those stereotyped descriptions
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generated earlier might not reflect the views of a new group of

students; 1 (2\ the selection criteria by which adjectives were selected

f or inclusion in a groupsr stereotyped adjective cluster were dif ferent

for the pilot study than for Phase l involving managers, union officers,

and government of ficials. A new procedure was therefore desiqned to

ascertain the stereotypes of manaqers and union officers held by

students and to be employed in the student barqaining sessions' This

procedure is reported in the method section.

The second important element of a good simulation was the salience

of the bar gainin c¡ situation . Clearly in real lif e the stakes are high :

managerTìent and union are concerned with the costs of concessions and

the benefits , financial and otherwÍse, of gainíng acceptance for the

various proposals I'placed on the table.rr Put simply, the gains and

losses are very real to both parties and radically affect their lives.

Ethical considerations make it dÍfficult to recreate this deqree of

salience in a laboratory situation but Ít is possible to administer or

withhold rewards as a function of barqaining outcomes by employing

additional experÍmental creciit or rnoney as an incentive to students

participating in exPeriments.

These are the essential elements, though there may be others, of

the bargaÍning process that must be constructed if one wíshes to

generalize from the laboratory to real life. Each wili be dealt with

Though one expects that stereotyped role expectations for
occupations are relatively enduring traits, subtle changes or
infiuänces can be expected over time partÍcularly in times of heavy
publicity of union or industrial activity by the Press. such

bublicity may indirectly shape perceptions of the public about the
dif ferent roles of the various parties.

I
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separately in the liliethod section" To summarize thus far: In order to

demonstrate that the stereotyped occupational perceptions are functional

in real-Iife neqotiations, Ít was necessary to demonstrate that ciiffer-

ences in bargaining outcomes were associated with dif ferences in

expectations held by negotÍating parties during actual barqaining exer-

cises. Further, in order to extrapolate from the laboratory to real iife

bargaininq simulations would have to be constructed which contained as

many elements of actual bargaining as were reasonable and practical.
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CHAPTER 5

ASCERTAINING STUDENTS' STEREOTYPED VIEWS OF IiIANAGERS

AND UNION OFFICERS (PRELIMINARY RESEARCH )

Voluntary participation was solicited from 48 male and female

undergraduate students from two summer classes at the UnÍversÍty of

Manitoba. These subjects were presented with two lists of adjectives

labelled A and B which had been generated by students earlier in the

pitot study of Phase I to describe managers and union of ficers (see

Appendix H ) , Half the subjects were given sheets which listed the

manager characteristics (adaptable, cooperative, ef ficient, qoorl-

naturecl, industrious, kind, and quiet) under the rrI.ist Arr label and the

union officer characteristics (conscientious, considerate, determined,

mature, organized, and serious) under therrl-ist Brr label; the other 24

subjects were given the same lists of adjectives wÍth the labels switched

around. Distribution of the two kinds of lists was random.

AIi subjects were asked to tabel each list (a and B ) as

characterizinq either managers or unÍon off icers (see Ínstructions in

Appendix H).

The analysis of response to these lists suggested that subjects

were not able to assign either list predominantly to one occupational

cateqory or the other indicating that these adjective clusters were not

valid stereotyped descriptions of managers and union of ficers for this

sroup of subjects" Only 5I% of these subjects made correct labelling

decisions "

In view of the above result, dfl additional 60 male and female
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subjects was surveyed Ín a Summer Session Introductory Psychology

Class" These subjects were asked to list in order of importance, ten

adjectives describinq a I'typicalrr manager and ten adjective describing a

rrtypicalrr unÍon of ficer (see Appendix I).

From these lists, the ten most popular adjectÍves (see Table 15 )

for each occupation were listed in order of frequency of choice on a

sheet similar to that in Appendix H (see Appendix I). As in the

earlier form, the labels on the two lists were counterbalanced and

administered to sixty Summer Session Introductory Psychology Students

from a yet unusecl class. In this task, subjects weìie asked to identify

the occupation, manager or union officer, to which both lÍsts belonged

( see the instructions in Appendix I ) . This time, using revised lists

generated by the new student sample,88.33% of the subjects made

correct choices when labelling the two lists of adjectives as character-

izing a manager or a union officer. This result was highly significant

(X2=33.74; df=l ; p<.001)

These new lists were the ones that would be used to characterize

management and union in the bargaining sessions held in Phase 2 since

for at least the last qroup of 60 sarnpled subjects they were viewed

almost unanimously as characterizing management and unÍon.
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Table 15

Ten Adjectives used most fre uently by

students to describe Manaqers and Union officers

To Describe Union OfficersTo Describe Managers

Intelligent

Confident

Strong; powerfui

Neat; weII groomed

Ägressive

Stubborn ; uncompromising

Responsible

Domineering

Knowledqeable

Conservative

Aggressive

Loud; outspoken

Intelligent

Strong; powerful

Demarrrling

Conf ident

Greedy

Stubborn ; uncompromising

Tough

Understanding
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF STEREO'TYPED EXPECTATIONS ON BARGAINING

(PHASE II )

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects for this study were 52 male underqraduate students drawn

voluntarÍIy from the University of l\4anitoba, Department of Psychoiooy

Summer Subject PooI. Only male subjects were employed siuce sex

dlfferences ln bar'ç¡aining wLsre not of immedÍate interest, anrl might not

be adequately controlled in a design Ínvitinq voluntary participation.

Indepe ndent Variables and Desiqn

This study employed one Índepenclent variable. The independent

variable was the consistency of role expectation for the opponent' This

was accomplÍshed by varying the description of the opposing negotiator

in each bargaÍninq dyad. There were two conditions: I) Consistent

group - Here both subjects received information about their opposing

representatlves whiclr was corrsisLerìl wit]r the descriptions qenerated by

college students in the material development study reported in Chapter

5. The subject playing the role of manager received a description of

the opposino union representative which consistecl of the list of adjec-

tives most frequently used by college students to describe union

officers; the subject ptaying the role of union representative received a

description of the opposinq manacrement representative that consisted of

the list of adjectives used most frequently by college students to
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describe managers (see Table 15). Thus both parties had information

about the other which was consistent with the stereotyped view of the

other that was seen as characteristic of the roles that they were

playing. 2\ Inconsistent condÍtion - in condition 2 both subjects

received Ínformation about their opponents which was inconsistent wÍth

descriptions generated by colleqe students. The inconsistent descrip-

tions consisted of the negaterl adjectives used in condition 1. For

example instead of intelligent, confÍdent, strong and powerful (for the

manager ) , the inconsistent descriptions read iacking in intelligence,

lacking in confidence, weal< and powerless, etc.

The design then was a sinqle varÍable one with two levels of the

single factor rrconsistency of role expectation tor the opponentrr.

Dependent Variables

Idealiy one would have wished to measure some pure indÍcator of

success of bargaining as a function of the manipulations but this was

rather broad and difficult to measure for a number of reasons. It was

difficutt to know how to partition and weight various sub-components of

bargaining outcomes. In daily life for example one party might gain

more than the other financially but in so doing antagonize the other

party and jeopardize future negotiations. Which aspect is more impor-

tant is a subjectÍve issue. This study isolated several components of

bargaining and attempted to measure them. The measures taken here

are not of course the only indicators of success of bargaining but were

similar to events that take place in natural bargaining sessions.

successful bargainÍnç¡ was measured in nine distinct ways:
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1" Amount of Movement

Agreements usually represent compromises by both parties. The

distance (in percentage points) that subjects remained apart òt the con-

clusion of negotiations in this study was recorded regardless of whether

settlement was reached or not. If parties were fairly close on their

final wage offers negotiations would be deemed more successful than if

they remained far apart.

2. Settlement:

One of the most obvious measures

whelher or ì1ot parties reach agremeent'

was recorded for each bargaining dyad.

3. Calls for Strikes or Lockouts :

of success of bargaining is

Settlemont or failure to settie

Just as parties (where applicable by law) may use threatened

strikes or lockout for additionai barqaining leverage, subjects in this

study were allowed to elect such an option. In real life the costs of

strike or lockout are enormous and it is normally a process which is

reserved for desperate situations. The choice of this option represents

a degree of conflict so high that bargaining alone Ís not suf ficient to

resolve the issues at hand. A set of negotíations in which a strike or

a lockout had been called would be deemed less successful than one

which was concluded without resorting to thÍs measure.

4. Application for Conciliation :

In natural bargaÍning, parties often reach what appears to be an

impasse in the negotiatinçl process. Typicalty management has reached

the upper limits of the guidelines it has set for negotiations and union

is stÍll not satisfied that it has gained all it had hoped to. Neither
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party wishes to caII of f negotiations yet it appears that stalemate has

been reached and the subjective involvement of both parties reveals "no

room to move.rt Often at this point in negotiations the intervention of a

third non-partisan party is the key to helping each party review what

it has and has not accomplished in an attempt to facilitate further

movement by both sides. This is the process of conciliation in which a

government appointed conciliator is requested by one or both parties to

intervene and get the negotiating process movinq aqain with the hope

that settlement will be reached.

Though it is not ðn intended purlrose some parties employ the

conciliation process for political reasons, as a bluff if you lÍke, to prod

further movement from the other side. Regardless of the intent it is

important to recognize that neither party is normally prepared at this

point in negotiations to actually strike or lock-out the other party.

The number of requests for concÍliation was recorded for subjects

in this study.

5. 'Iime:

Time to settlement Ís always a cost-related bargaining issue since

the members of union and management bargailrirrg Leatns tnust be paid to

negotiate but while bargainÍng are away from their normal duties and

normal places of worl<. The shorter the time to settlement the less

costly the negotiating process to both parties by way of negotiatinq

team salaries or wages" Time to settlement was recorded for each bar-

gainino dyad.

6. Percep tion of Opponents' Behaviour:

In this study subjects' expectations for their opponentsr behaviour
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would be consistent with the student generated stereotypes in one con-

dition ancl contradictory in the other condition. it was essential in

each case however that only the subjectrs expectation for his opponent

vary, not the opponentrs actual behaviour. In essence all subjects

should have played roles which were consistent with the stereotyped

views. This follows from the belief that in real-Iife negotiations each

individual is acting in accordance with his own group norms and that

the conflict results not from an individuals' straying from these norms

but rather from his adhering to these norms which are different from

his ¡pponentsr expectations of his bchaviour. That subjects adhere to

initial positions (what we may for the present refer to a normatlve

structuring ) and maintain theÍr initial dispositional stances at least in

game oriented bargaining contexts has been described by a number of

researchers, most notably, Pilisuk and Rapoport (1964), Deutsch,

Epstein, Canavan, and Gumpert (1967), and Deutsch, Canavin, and

Rubin (f971). These studies report a tendency on the part of subjects

to initiate a pattern of choices, cooperative or competitive and to per-

sist throughout the bargaining with their initial orientation. For this

reason it was important to ërssess each indiviclual's actual behaviour

during bargaining. Each subject rated his opponent on ten 9-point

semantic dif ferential scales which corresponded to the stereotyped

description given to his opponent to role play (see Appendix M). In

other words, subjects were ratínçt their opponentsr actual behaviour

regardless of their expectations for their behavÍour.

7. Perceived Success of Barqaining:

Besides the objective measures of success of bargaining it was
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important to measure subjectively how each participant felt about the

bargaining session in which he particÍpated. As mentioned earlier the

attitudes of the bargaining parties are important determinants of future

bargaining success. Since subjects may have set different goals from

one another the same financiai settlement might produce different

degrees of subjective satisfaction for two dif ferent subjects. It was

therefore important to allow the subject to express his degree of satis-

faction with the bargaining session. Following bargaining, subjects

were asked to rate on a 9-point scale, the degree to which they were

sattsfted with the neg<.rtiaLiotrs (see A¡rpenclix K).

8. WÍllingness to Reneqotiate:

The global success of a bargaining session cannot be measured only

by the fact that the two parties settied. Equally important considera-

tion must be given to long standing labour-manaqement relations. For

this reason it was important to measure participantsr willingness to meet

again at the bargaining table in the future. Subjects were askeci to

rate on a 9-point scale their wiliingness to reneqotiate with the same

opponent (see Appendix L).

9. ManÍpulatlon Check:

In order to assess the success of the experimental manipulation

subjects were asked to rate on a 9-point scale the degree to which they

felt their opponents had followecl their role playing instructions (see

AppendÍx M). In the consistent condition where subjectsr expectations

were consistent with their opponentsr role playing instructions these

ratinss shoulcl have been high while the opposite should be true in the

Ínconsistent condition where subjectsr expectations for their opponents'
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behaviour and their opponentsr role playino instructions were contra-

dictory.

Procedure

Subjects who signed a list indicating interest in participating in

Psychological Studies for pay were contacted by telephone and asked to

participate. It was explained to the subjects that pay for the experi-

ment was entirely dependent upon the actual settlement and not upon

acting ability. Subjects were further told that a risk was Ínvolved and

t hal t hey coulcl earn a maximum of $ 10.00 if settlement was entirely

favourable toward them and a minimum of $0.00 if settlement was not

favourable. Appointments were made for subjects who indicated interest

after this explanation.

Upon arrival at the experimental room subjects were randomly

assiqned the role of manager or union officer and given their instruc-

tion and information packages which consisted of a brief explanation of

the task, a general description of the barqaining situation, qeneral

baroaining instructions, payof f scheclules, and settlement or impasse

forrns (see Appendix N).

The actual bargaining situation was borrowed verbatim (with the

kind permission of the authors) from one used successfully by Notz and

Starke (1978). Notz and Starke were concernerl with the consequences

of employing dif f erent arbitration strategies and so the pay schedules

employed were designed to discourage settlement. Whether or not sub-

jects actually seltled was not consequential as a dependent measure.

The present study however was concernecl with whether or not settle-
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ment was reached so the pay schedules were altered in an attempt to

facÍIitate a hiqher degree of settlement. In addition, actual bargaining

instructions and procedures have been altered slightly to accommodate

the use of different clependent measures than those employed by Notz

and Starke.

Subjects were seated at tables in separate rooms and asl<ed to read

throuqh the instruclions and information and to prepare their arguments

for the negotiating exercise. In addition to the information given to

each subject were role description sheets instructing the subject how to

play his role and intlicating how he shoul.ri expect his opponent to

behave. These sheets served ôs the active manipulation. In both

experimental conditions, subjects playing the roles of managers were

instructed to appear intellÍgent, conf ident, stronq and powerf ul, neat,

well-groomed, aggressive, stubborn and uncompromising, responsible,

domineering, knowledgeable, and conservative while subjects playinq the

roles of union officers were instructed to appear aggressive, loud and

outspoken, Íntelligent, strong and powerful, demandinq, confident,

greedy, stubborn and uncompromising, tough, and understandÍnq. In

the cclrrsislelrl conditir:n, subjects were told to expect their opponents to

behave in the fashion descrÍbed above: intellÍgent, confident, strong

and powerful and so ofl, if their opponents were managers or aggres-

sive, loud and outspoken, intelligent and so on, if their opponents were

union officers. In the inconsistent condÍtion, subjects were told to

expect their opponents to be the polar opposites of what their oppo-

nents were actually instructed to be: lacking in intelligence, Iacking

confidence, weak and powerless and so oh, if their opponents were
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managers, or non-aggressive, quiet and sof t-spoken, lacking in intel-

ligence and so forth, if their opponents were union officers. Appendices

O, P, Q, and R iLlustrate these instructions for managers in the consis-

tent condition, union of ficers in the consistent condition, managers in

the inconsistent condition, and union of ficers in the Ínconsistent con-

dition respectively.

Up to 30 minutes were alioted for subjects to read throuqh the

materials and to prepare for negotiations. At the end of this time the

subjects were brought toqether at a large table ín the room assigned

for bargaining. Subjects wcre seated opposito one another wÍth a one-

foot-high barrier between them in order to prevent accidental exchange

of written information. At this time subjects were reminded that their

entire pay for the experiment would be a function of the final settle-

ment in accordance with the pay schedules held by each. Subjects

were told that in order to qet paid an agreement must be reached and

signed by both parties within the total 30 minute bargaining period (20

minutes initial barqainíng tirne at normal pay rates plus 10 minutes final

bargaining tirne at I/2 the normal pay rate followÍng an impasse situa-

tíon ôt the end of '20 minutes ) " Because of this risk subjects were

given the opportunity to leave before the bargainÍng session began or

at any time throuqhout the negotiations. Subjects were reminded to act

out theÍr roles as well as possible and were requested to signal the

experimenter if any intervention were required. Subjects then began

bargaininq while the investigator moved to an adjacent room and viewed

the barqaininq session through a special glass window which allowed him

to view the subrjects without being seen himself . PermissÍon to record
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bargaining sessÍons on audi-o tape was obtained from subjects prior to

negotÍations.

The investigator interrupted subjects with time checks at the 10th,

I8th, 25th, and z9t]n minute marks (where applicable) even though a

ciock was present on the bargaining table for both parties to view.

If settlement was reached within the initial 20-minute session, sub-

jects were asked to fill out the rrContract'r forms and exchanqe signa-

tures (see Appendix N8). Subjects then filled out the 4 dependent

measures: success of bargaining, willingness to renegotiate, perception

of o¡:¡ronent, atld the nlaniprtlation check (See Appendiccs K, L and M

respectively). Debriefinq followed.

If subjects had not reached settlement by the end of 20 minutes

they were asked to fill out the rrFinal Of fer at Impasserr form (see

Appendix N9 ) and were remindecl that pay schedules would now be

reduced by one-half. They then proceeded to renegotiate for a maxi-

mum of l0 mÍnutes. If subjects reached agreement in the final I0

minutes of bargaining they were treated in the fashion described for

subjects who reached agreement wÍthin the Ínitial 20 minute period. If

lhey failecl to reach agreement the experiment was haltcd at the end of

30 minutes and the dependent measures given, followed by debriefing.

Debriefing consisted of explaining the true purpose of the

experirnent to subjects. At thÍs point ali subjects were informed that

they would receive a minimum $5.00 for theÍr participation regardless of

the actual bargaininq outcome. In only one case a subject earned more

than $5.00 and he was informed that he would be paid the earned

amount" All questions from subjects were answered and subjects were
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thankecl for their participation. Subjects were paid by cheque following

the completion of the study. It should be noted that experimentally it

was essential that subjects believe they might not get paid in order to

avoid easy or contrived settlements " This deception was explained in

the debriefÍnq session and all subjects were assured that they would

receive payment for participation"

Ilypotheses

If it were true, that conflÍct in the barqaining situation brought

abor-¡t hy varying the subjectsr expectation for hÍs opponentrs behaviour

had an ef fect on bargaining outcomes, then the followinq hypotheses

should have held for the nine dependent variables:

(i ) Irlovement at end

At the end of

consistent condition

starting points than

(2) Settlement

bargaining (settlement or no) subjects

should have moved lgfËgl_ f rom their

subjects ín the inconsístent group.

There should have been mqre settlements obtained by subjccts in

the consistent group than in the inconsistent condition.

(3 ) Strike or lockout

Subjects in the consistent condition should have called fewer

strikes or lockouts than subjects in the inconsistent group.

(4) Conciliation

Subjects in the

for conciliation than

consÍstent oroup shoulci have made fewer requests

in the

initial

subjects in the inconsistent condition.
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(5 ) Time

Subjects in the consÍsent condition should have taken less time to

reach settlement than subjects in the inconsistent group.

(6 ) PerceptÍon of opponents behaviour

Since subjects were randomly assigned to the two conditions actinçt

abiiity should have been evenlY distributed so no dif f erences between

the two conditions should have been evident" Thus the expectation

here was for no difference between the two groups on subjectsr ratings

of their opponents.

(7',) Percelved success of barqaiuing

Subjects Ín the consistent group should have rated the success of

bargaining higher than subjects in the inconsistent group.

( B ) Wiilinq ness to renegotiate

Subjects in the consistent group should have shown greater

willingness to renegotiate with the same opponent"

(9) Manipulation check

infiuenced by their expectatÍons, subjects in

should have rated their opponents highel in the

ôpponents followed the role playing itrstructions.

the consistent

degree to which

qroup

their
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IìESULTS

In summary this study utilized 9 dependent measures in all:

(I) Movement at end

(2\ Settlement

(3) Strike or Lockout

( 4 ) Conciliation

(5) Time

(6) Perception of Opponentrs behaviour

(7\ Perceivecl success of bargaining

(B) Witlingness to renegotfate

(9) Manipulation Check

The following 9 sections briefly describe each of these measures

and the results obtained.

Movement at end

Each party had an initial starting point on the wage issue.

Managementrs initial offer was a 4% wage increase; Unionrs initial pro-

posal was a 28Ê wage increase. At the end of the 30 minute hargaining

session or at the time of settlement the amount of movement from his

inÍtial starting point was recorded for each subject. Subjects in the

consistent condition moved an average of 19.85% while subjects in the

ínconsistent condition moved only 11.08% on average. This difference

was hitlhly significant (t=3.48; df=50; p<.001).
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For each bargaining

or absent. There were

only 2 settlements in the

ence was not statistically

the expected di¡:ection.

B2

dyad settlement was scored as either present

the consistent condition but6 settlements in

inconsistent condition. Although this differ-

signif icanl (;2=l . 33 ; df =1 ; p <. 15 ) , it was in

Strike or Lockout

For each bargaining dyad subjects were scored separately within

Lhis catu.gory as calling for a strike or loekout, or not, since either or

both parties could make such a request. In the consistent condition no

strikes or lockouts were requested. In the inconsistent condition both

parties in 4 barqaining dyads made a request, yielding B such requests

in total. This difference was highly significant (x2=7.24; df=l; p<.01).

Conciliation

In each bargaining dyad either party or both parties could request

conciliation. Ail requests (includinq multiple requests frorn one subject)

were surnnred separately for each of the two experimental conditions.

Five such requests were made in the inconsistent condition while none

were made Ín the consistent condition" This difference was significant

(1=2.30; df=50; p<.05).

Time

In cases where settlement was reached the time taken to the end of

barqaÍning was less than the 30 minutes alotted barqaining time. Time
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to the end of the bargaining session (including those cases involving

settlement) wôs recorded for each bargaining dyad. The average time-

to-settlement was 28.73 minutes for the consistent group and 22.93

minutes for the inconsistent group. Although this difference was

significant (t=6.90; df-=24; p<.01) it should be noted that the distribu-

tion of time scores in the inconsistent condition was badly skewed by a

single 12-minute settlement Ín which there was collusion. When this

single datum was removed from the analysis the differences were not

significant "

Perception of Opponentsr behaviour

Each subject rated his opponent on ten 9-point semantic dif-

ferential scales which corresponded to the 10 adjectives listed for each

subject in his rrI)escription of Opponentrr . Each subjectrs I0 ratings

were summed, yielding an overall score that could vary between I0 (it

the opponentrs actual behaviour was perceived to be extremely incongru-

ent with his role playing instructions) and 90 (if the opponent's actual

behavÍour was perceived as being extremely congruent with his role

playing lnstructlons ) . The averòge scores were 51. 15 for the consis-

tent condition and 52.L2 for the inconsistent group. These differences

in perception were not statisticaliy sígnificant (t=-.28; df=50; p<.39).

Perceived success of bargaining

Each subject rated on a 9-point scale, the success of the bar-

oaining session, that ís, the degree to which he was satisfied with the

neqotiations. The average rating for the consistent condition subjects
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This

subjects in

significant
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the inconsistent

(t=3.41; df=50;

was only 3. 39 f or those

condition.

p <.001) .

díf ference was highly

Wiliinsness to renegotiate

Subjects rated on a 9-point scale, the degree to which they would

be willing to reneQrotiate with the same opponent. Subjects in the con-

sÍstent group had an average rating of 5.59 while subjects in the Íncon-

sistent group rated their willingness slightly higher (x = 5.85). This

difference was not statistically signilicant (t--.43; df=50; p<.34).

Manipulation Check

Eighteen subjectsl rated on a 9-point scale, the degree to which

they felt their opponents had followed their role playing instructions

(as the subjects perceived their opponentrs instructions to be ) .

Subjects in the consistent condition perceived their opponents as having

played their roles much better than subjects in the inconsistent

conditions, with mean ratings of 6.63 and 3.30 respectively. This

dif ference was highly signif icanl (1=3.45 ; df =16 ; p < .002 ) '

This measure was not included until more than half way through
this phase of the research so that only eighteen of the fifty-two
subjects responded to this measure. This fact was due to a
procedural error in which it was discovered well into the study
tl'lat instructions to rate opponents on this measure did not appear
in subjectsr instructions packaqes"

I
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DISCUSSiON

From the results of the manipulation check it was clear that

subjects in the inconsistent group correctly perceived the incongruency

between their expectations for theÍr opponents via the experimental

instructions and their opponentsr actual behaviour. Alt subjects were

given information abrout the roles that they were to play and about the

roles their opponents were supposed to play but only in the Ínconsist-

ent condition were there any inconsistencies in that information.

Specifically the opponents in the lnconslstent condltlon were askecl l.o

play roles which were opposite in nature to the expectations each sub-

ject was given about the opponentrs behaviour. ImagÍne for a moment

that you are a subject in the inconsistent condition who has been asked

to play the role of a manager. You are told via the instructions that

you are supposed to be intelliçrent, conf ident, strong and powerf ul,

aggressive, and so on. Your opponent on the other hand is told that

you are supposed to be lacking in intelligence, lacking in confidence,

weal< and powerless, non-aqgressive and so on. it is not surprisinO

therefore that in this condltlon your opponent will view you as having

violated your role playino instructions; he will rate you poorly on the

scale measurinqrrthe degree to whichrrhe feels you haverrfollowed the

role instructionsrryou were supposed to follow. You have in essence

violated your opponentrs expectations for your behaviour.

The díf f erences between the ratings of subjects in the two

experimental conditions on the manipulation check was not a function of

dif ferences in acting ability or other performance related factors since
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when subjects rated their opponentsr actual behaviour no dif ferences

were found between the two experimental groups. Each subject rated

his opponent about the same (on average) as he was rated by his oppon-

ent " Because the average ratings were positive for both groups all

subjects were seen by their opponents to have aclell as they were

instructed to - it is only in the inconsistent -qroup that there was an

inconqruency between this rating and the expectations of the opponents

for subjectsr behaviour. Thus, subjects in the inconsistent group were

viewed as acting rrout of rolerr or rrout of contextrr .

Taken toqether the results of the rrManlpulation Checkrr dala artd

the I'perception of the opponentrrdata strengthen the assumption that

subjects followed theÍr instructions properly and perceived the experi-

mental manipulation correctly. This assumption lends confidence to the

belief that any other experimental group differences are attributable to

the fact that in one condition subjectsr role expectatÍons for the other

party were violated while in the other condition this was not the case.

The other dependent measures were designed to quantify the

success of barqaininq in very diverse ways. Taken together the

results indÍcate that bargaining was more successful ln the consistent

condition, that is , subjects in the consistent condition showed çrreater

movernent from their initial bargaining positions, requested fewer

strikes, lockouts , and concilÍations, expressed greater satisfaction wÍth

the bargaining outcomes, and settled more frequently within the time

constraints imposed here. What is not clear of course is the priority of

these measures in real-life. It is important to both parties to reach a

speedy settlement but whether this is more or less important than
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maintaining good labour-management relations Ís unknown. Research

desÍgns directed at such questions will be essentía1 in the future.

Subjects in both conditions indicated an almost equal willingness to

rrrenegotiate with the same opponentrr; subjects Ín the inconsistent con-

dition showed slightly more willingness to do so. This result seemed a

bit surprising so four subjects were contacted after the experiment and

questioned about their interpretation of thÍs measure. IJnanimously

subjects indicated that they had interpreted this measure as a reflection

of theír desire to "get back at that guyrr or to rrtake another crack at

beatingrr theír opponents (as two subjects phrased it). These subjects

felt that they hari not clone as well as they might if given another

opportunity and were expressing on this scale their clesire torrget back

into the ringrra little wiser than before - they viewed it as a chal-

Ienge. This rationale makes sense Íf we assume that subjects who were

less satisfied wÍth the outcome of the bargaining session were more

anxÍous to renegotiate in an attempt to better their first performances.

This anecdotal evidence suggests that the scale itself , initially intended

to measure in some fashÍon the atmosphere of labour-management rela-

tions, actually measured (though inversely so ) the degree of satisfac-

tion of the parties wÍth the bargaining sessions. As such, it was

redundant with the rrpercelved success of bargainingrr sca1e.

I'l was anticipated that the rrtime-to-settlementil would be shorter in

the consistent condition. As noted previously the inconsistent group

contained one very quick settlement, If this one settlement Ís excluded

from the analysis then the time-to-settlement would be shorter for the

conslstent group (though not signifcantly so), There were two deter-
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mining factors in the actual results on this measure. First, the one

quick settlement in the inconsistent condÍtion was due to collusion: The

parties exchanged information about their differential pay schedules and

decided to settle at a figure which would pay one of the parties the

maximum dollar payoff , agreeing to split that amount equally after the

experiment. Although the instructions forbade such an exchange and

parties were informed prior to the start of the experÍment that such an

event would halt the experiment immediately, by the tÍme the investi-

gator intervened parties had already exchanqed signatures on their

ilcontract formil and in essence the experirnent was over anyway. After

some deliberation it was decided that thls datum wôs valid since it does

in a sense represent one possible outcome, rrsleeping with managementrr,

which though uncommon, does occur in real life.

The second factor affecting therrtime-to-settlement'r measure was

the brief duration of the negotiating period. it is somewhat unrealistic

to expect subjects to reach agreement in only 30 minutes time. In real

life, settlement of only one proposal might take several meetinQls over a

period of weeks and even months, particularly seLtlement of an issue as

solient as waqe adjustment. The artificiality of the time constraints

irnposed in this experiment undoubtedly contributed to the fact that

most settlements occurred only a minute or two before the elapsed 30

minute time period, producÍng a small amount of variance for the time

measure.

Related to the above comments was the result that the number of

settlements was not statisticatly different for the two groups although it

approached significance in the expected direction " Again the arti-
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ficiality of the laboratory setting may have been influential, but crucial

to this specific result, was an attempt to simulate realÍty: The partiesl

individual payoff schedules were quite divergent, meetÍng at a payment

of only $1.00 to each subject for a settlement at 16%. This pay sched-

ule divergence was chosen deliberately in order to sirnulate the real-life

expectation that a "quick and dÍrtyrr settlement which immediately com-

promises both parties should not be without cost. In the particular

example employed in this experiment union, in view of previous wage

concessÍons and in view of a rising cost of living, required a minimum

c¡f l8e¿ wage increase just lo l<eep abrcast of inflation. Managemont on

the other hand expected increases in revenue on the order of only

9-I0% and could offer more than that to Union only by increasing taxes

or reducinqr costs (perhaps by reducing man hours worked, by

reducing its labour force , of by cutting costs elsewhere such as

amortizing wage increases over a long period of tÍme). A quick compro-

mÍse settlement at 16% would quite obviously be costly to both parties"

The pay schedules which were intended to reflect these costs may

actually have hindered early or easy settlement by creating too much

divergence between the trn¡o parties. When thase pay schedules are

viewed from the subjectsr points of view it Ís really quite surprising

that there were as many as 6 settlements in the consistent conciition"

An important consideration for any laboratory study is the

generalÍzability of results to situations outside the laboratory. The

laboratory provides important control of variables but it is ultimately

behaviour outside the laboratory that one wishes to predict. In the

design of this study, some artificiality was necessary particularly with
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regard to time constraints and to the number of participants for each

bargainíng session. Norma1ly, bargaining takes place over a period of

weeks or even months and each party is represented by several indi-

viduals, many of whom are experienced negotiators and all of whom

share in the outcome, financial and otherwise, of the bargaining

process.

The issue of greatest concern in this investigation was the degree

of involvement that student subjects might demonstrate while bargain-

ing. That is why subjects were led to believe that their pay for the

study lay noL in passive partici¡ration but rather in active persuasion of

the opponent toward settlement. Appendices S and T contain trans-

cripts from two bargaining sessions. Both sessions were in the incon-

sistent condition. These transcripts illustrate quÍte graphically the

degree of involvement demonstrated by all subjects, particularly in the

inconsistent condition. Both examples have been chosen from the incon-

sistent condition because the level of conflict uras convincingly high in

those sessions and was verbally more overt. The purpose of includinq

these transcripts is not to illustrate the verbal differences between the

tw<; experirnental colrditions although a content analysis míght yield somc

interesting dif ferences, but rather to illustrate the degree of involve-

ment shown by role-playing students"

These two demonstrated that violation of subjectsr expectancÍes for

their opponents can af fect the outcome of bargaininq at least with

respect to the dependent measures employed here. That Índividuals do

have expectatÍons for others as a result of theír occupational roles was

demonstrated in Phase I but Phase 2 demonstrated that violation or

non-violation of expectancies dif ferentially af fects Ineasures of

bargaining success.
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CHAPTER 7

SUh{MARY AND CONCLUSiONS

This study began by attempting to conf Írm the existence of

occupational stereotypes, first for students (Phase I - Pilot Study) and

then for managers , union of f icers , and government of f icials (Phase i ) ,

Although the data indicated that individuals generated different adject-

ival descriptions of a tarqet depending on which occupational group was

being described, the variability of description was great as a function

of the subJect sample chosen. Two groups of students separatc.d by a

year in time and employing different descriptive techniques generated

very different descriptions of managers and union of ficers. It is not

clear which technique was more accurately measurÍng the stereotypes.

The first technique in whÍch students described a target which they

believed to be either a manager, union of ficer, or government of ficial

seemed fairly unobtrusive but the results seemed to lack face validity:

it is not immediately obvious for example why managers were described

as adaptable, cooperatÍve, ef ficient, good-natured , industrious, kind,

and quiet or why union of ficers were descrlbed as consclentlous, con-

sÍderate, determined, mature, orqanized, and serious. The second

technique in which students generated rather than checked off adject-

ives which described managers and union officers appeared to demon-

strate more face validity where manaqers were clescribed as intelligent,

confident, stronq and powerful, neat and wellgroomed, aggressíve,

stubborn and uncompromisÍng, responsible, clomineering, knowledgeable,

and conservative and union of ficers were described as aqgressive, loud
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and outspol<en, intelligent, Strong and powerful, clemanding, confident,

qreedy, stubborn and uncompromising, tough, and understanding.

The proof of the two techniques lay in the fact that students were

not able to correctly label the adjective lÍsts produced by the first

technique but almost unanimously were able to lal¡el the lists generated

by the second technique. When managers, union officers, and govern-

ment of ficials participated, they generatecl stereotyped descriptions via

the first technique. The managersr, union of ficersr, and qovernment

officials'data can not be directly compared to that of students. If one

views the two sets of data from the proper perspecl.ive iL becot-nes clear

that one should expect differences between studentsr stereotyped views

of managers, union of ficers and government of ficials and the views

expressed by each of those three occupational groups. In other words,

a comparison of the studentsr views with those of the three occupatÍons

simply adds another occupational dimension to the enquiry, that of

student,

The intent of this research was not of course to isolate therrtruerl

stereotypes for any of the occupational groups, one which ali groups

agreed on for in fact the evidence ls qulte the contrary - l"here is no

single description for a particular occupational group which is correct -

that description varies as a function of the group generating the

description. The intent rather was to demonstrate that different occu-

pational groups do generate stereotyped descriptions of themselves and

of other occupatÍonal groups. The fact that these descriptions vary as

a f unction of occupation Ís the key to understanding one source of

potential conflict when these groups meet to negotiate.
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In Phase II subjects were given expectations for the behaviour of

their bargaining opponents based upon a particular set of stereotyped

descriptions, one appropriate to their occupatÍonal qroup - undergradu-

ate students. This phase of the research demonstrated that violations

of these expectations affected bargaining outcomes Ín measureable ways

and in ways which resembled important characteristics of actual bargaÍn-

ing situations in everyday life. In basíc terms these results suggest

that r:egardless of oners expectations for his opponent, the bargaining

process will be facilitated if these expectations are rnet but hindered if

they are r¡iolaterl: Thus if it is expected that oners opponent Ís arrso

and Sotr, herd better act like a rrso and sorr if negotiations are to be

successful.

The true benef its of this investigation may arise from a more

thorough investiçratÍon of the nature of these stereotypes and from edu-

cating the parties involved in the day-to-day negotiating process about

their expectations for their opponents and about the effects of these

expectations on the barqaining process.

There are many potential factors af fecting the bargaining process

ancl almost all require investigation - the literature on bargaining is

surprisÍngly voicl of field research or even research which simulates the

reality of the barqaining table. Many questions retnain unanswerecl:

How does the violation of behavioural expectations compare with other

factors such as the experience of the neqotiating parties, or the sheer

economic constraints of the parties, or a myriad of other factors? What

effect does sex difference have on bargainj.ng outcomes? Such unanswer-

ed questions point to the timiteci underslanding of the clynamics of bar-
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gaininq outside the Psycholoqy laboratory and outside the vast array of

two-person games.

This fietd of enquiry holds much promise and much potential gain

to the parties concerned. The dividends will manifest themselves ulti-

mately not in the laboratory but rather at the barqaining table.
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUCTIONS

On the following page you will find photographs of t5 different

men. Some of these men are r¡anagers, some are union of f icials and

some are government of f icials. Though the occupations of the men

vary, they have the following characteristics in common:

- all are rniddle aged

- all are healthy

- atl have been married for a long tirne and have families

- ôlt have f ew hobbies and lnterests r.rutside of work and their

f amilies

- all read newspapers and fix things around the house

YOUR TASK is one of occupational perception. Study each

photograph caref ully ancl inclicate on the I BM answer sheet provided,

which of three occupations given applies to the man pictured in that

photograph. Beside the number on the IBlr{ sheet that corresponds to

the identification number of the photograph MARK EITHER l, 2, or 3,

as follows:

(t) local manager of â small plant whlch ls a branch of a large

manufacturin g concern.

(2) secretary-treasurer of a local chapter of a large international

unÍon.

(3 ) assistant direct of an of f ice of a f ederal governmetrt

departrnent.

DON'T be afraid to guess, but DO mark an occupation for each of

the I5 photographs. REMEMIIER there are only three occupational

possibilities.



APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTIONS

At the bottorn of this page you will see a photograph of a man.

Your task will be to describe what you think he is like on the basis cf

some very limited information about him. Below is a brief description of

the man you are to describe:

HE: is middie-aged; is healthy; has been married for a long tfne ancl

has a family; has few hobbies or interests outside of his ivork and

his family; is the local manager of a smali plant which is a branch

of a large manufacturing concern; ancl reads newspðpers and fixes

things around the house.

EXAl\4INE the photograph below carefully ancl on the basis of it
and the,description given above CHECK OFir all the adjectives on the

accompanying Adjective Check List that you think are probably

characteristic of the individual.

DON|T be afraid to guess!

DON|T spend too much time on any one adjective!

DONrT skip any acìjectlves!

CAREFULLY check off ALL those characteristics which you think

belong to the person in the photograph!



APPENDIX D

iNSTRUCTIONS

At the bottom of this page you will see a photograph of a man.

Your task will be to describe what you think he is like on the basis cf

some very limited information about him. Below is a brief rlescription of

the man you are to describe:

HE: is midclle-aged; is healthy; has been married for a long tirne antl

has a famiJ.y; has few hobbies or interests outside of his ¡vork ancl

his f amily; is the secretary treasurer ôf hls local chapter of d

Iarge international union with locai branches; ancl reacis news-

papers and fixes things around the house.

E XAhill N E the photograph below caref ully and on the basis of it

and the clescription given above CHECK OFIr all the adjectives on the

accompanying Adjective Check List that you think are probably

characteristic of the inclividual.

DON|T be afraid to guess!

DON'T spencl too much time on any one adjective!

DON|T skip any adjectives!

CAREFULLY check off ALL those characteristics which you think

belong to the person in the photograph!



ÀPPENDIX E

iNSTRUCTIONS

At the bottom of this page you will see a photograph of a man.

Your task will be to describe what you think he is like on the basis of

some very limited inforrnation about him. Below is a brief description of

the man you are to describe:

HE: is middle-aged; is healthy; has been married for a long tirne and

has a family; has few hobbies or interests outside of his work and

his family; is the assistant director of a local office in his city of

a federal government department; and reads newspapers and fixes

thinqs around the house.

E XAN,IINE the photograph below caref ully and on the basis of it

ancl the description given above CHECK OFF' all the adjectives on the

accompanying AdjectÍve Check List that you think are probably

characteristic of the individual.

DON|T be afrairJ to guess!

DOI'J|T spend too much tirne on any one acljective!

DON|T skip any adjectives!

CAREFULLY check off ALI- those characteristics which you think

belong to the person in the photograph!
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logical
l,l3

loud
lu

loyal
r45

mannerly
146

mascr¡line
r47
mafure

r48
meek
l{9

methodical
150

7l
dull

72
easy going
73

energetic
78

enterprising

82
fair-minded
&ì

fault-tnding
u

fearful

ferrninine
85

86
ffckle

87

88

89

egotistical
7ø

emotionel

headstrong

enthusiastic

90
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fl prrcdcd
lEl

fl pretsing
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fl precise
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I prudish
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188
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f] quick
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E -'grnl
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I rubmissive
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230
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opinionated
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opportunistic
r63

optimistic
le4

organized
165

original
168

outgoing
187

outspoken
168

prinstaking
t08

petiemt
170

peaceeble
l7r

peculier
t72

pcrsevering
173

pcrsistent
t71

pcssimistic
t75

phnful
176

plcasent
t77

pleanrre.seeling
178

poised
179

polished
180
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APPENDIX H

List A

adaptable
cooperative
ef f icie nt
good-natured
industrious
kind
quiet

List B

conscientious
considerate
determinecl
mat u re
organized
serio us

I

Above you will see two separate lists of adjectives; the following

questions apply to these lists.

Given that more than one list coulri be applicable to each

occupation, the LIST A adJectives are more characteristic of :

(a ) lvfanagers

(b ) Union Of f icers

(c) canrt really decirle

2. Given that more than one list could be applicable to each

the LIST B adjectives are more characteristic of :occupatÍon,

(a ) llanagers

(b ) Union Of f icers

(c) canrt really decide

3. Given that ONLY ONE list is applicable to each occupation, which

list is more characteristic of Managers? (YOU MUS'I CHOOSE

oNLi ! )

(a) LiST A

(b) LIST B



APPENDiX I

OCCUPATiONAL PERCEPTIOI'J

If you were describing a manager (but no one in particular) what ten

adjectives would you use (in order of importance)?

If you were describing a union of f icer (but no one in particular ) what

ten adjectives would you use (in order of irnportance)?



APPENDIX J

List A

A gressive
Loud; Outspoken
I ntelligent
Strong; Powerful
Demanding
Conf ident
Greedy
Stubborn ; Uncompromising
Tough
Understanding

List B

I ntelligent
Con f id ent
Strong; Pov¿erful
Neat; Well Groomed
A ggressive
Stubborn ; IJncompromising
Responsible
Domineering
Knowled geable
Conservative

I

A bove you will see two separate list.s of ad jectives ; the follo win g

questions apply to these lists.

Given that more than one list could be applicable to each

occupation, the LIST A adjectives are more characteristic of :

(a) Managers

(b ) Union Of f icers

(c) canrt really decide

2, Given that more than one list could be applicable to eacÌ-l

,occupation, the LIST B adjectives are more characteristic of :

(a ) N{anagers

(b ) Union Of f icers

(c) canrt really decide

Given that ONLY ONE list is applicable to each occupation, which

list is more characteristic of Ì,/anagers? (YOU I{UST C}IOOSE

oNE! )

(a) LIST A

(b) LIST B

3



APPENDIX K

SUCCESS OF BARGAIN]NG

Often the success of bargaining is not judged solely on the basis

of the final wage settlement but rather on the feeling of the partici-

pants , since this has an ef f ect on f uture negotiations. Mark an X on

the scale position below that represents how successf uì. you f eel this

bargaining session was; that is, how satisfied were you personally?

Very
u nsr"lccessf ul

Sornewhat
un suecessful

neither
successful
nor un-

s uccessful

somewhat
successf ul

very
s rrccessf ul

I 2 3 4 5 B 96 7



APPENDiX L

It is important for us to discover something about your feelings

about your opponent now that negotÍations are complete. If you were

to participate in this experiment how willing woulcJ you be to negotiate

with the same opponent? If. you feel that given a choice of opponents

you would choose the same one mark an X on the right-hand portion of

the scale that denotes the strength of that decision. If you feel you

would not choose the same opponent mark an X on the left-hand portion

of the scale thät denotes the streng[h of that decision. CIRCLE THE

NUN{BER ON THE SCALE THAT IS CLOSEST TO YOUR CHOICE.

definitely

not willing

probably

not willing not sure

probably

willing

def initely

willing

I

56

I

I
¡

39 I 7 4 2



APPENDIX M

(MANAGERIS VERSION)

YOUR OPPONENT

In order to assess how well your opponent piayed his role, it is
important that you scale the degree to which he appeared to have the
characteristÍcs given to him in his role description. Please describe
your opponent by marking an X, on the scale point (for each
characteristic), that represents the degree to which he was:

DEMANDTNG9B765432I

AGGRESiVE

QUIE'I; SOFT
SPOKEN

INTELLI-
GENT

WEAK; POWER. I
LESS

LACKS
CONFIDENCE

GREEDY

FLEXIBLE;
COMPROMISING

TOUGH

LACKS IN ].

UNDERSTANDING

PLAYED HIS
ROLE VERY
POORLY

987654321

r23456789

98765432r

23456789

L23456789

98765432r

t23456789

r?,3456789

23456789

L23456789

I{ON_AGGRE-
SIVE

LOTJD; OUT-
SPOKEN

LACKS iNTEL-
LIGEI\OE

STRONG;
POWERFUL

U NDEI'vlANDIl'lG

CONFIDENT

GE NEROUS

STUB BORN:
UNCONFORIVl-
ING

SOF'I

UNDER-
STANIDiNG

PLAYED H]S
ROLE VERY
WELL

ON THE SCALE BELOW, CIRCLE THE NUMBER \,VHICH COMES CLOSES'T
TO THE DEGREE TO WHiCH YOU FEEL YOUR OPPONENT FOLLOWE]-)
THE ROLE INSTRUCTIONS HE WAS SUPPOSED TO FOLLOW.



APPENDIX M

(UNION OFFICER'S VERSION)

YOUR OPPONENT

In order to assess how weII your opponent played his ro1e, it is
important that you scale the degree to which he appeared to have the
characteristics given to him in his role description. Please describe
your opponent by marking an X, on the scale point (for each
characteristic), that represents the degree to which he was:

INTELLIGENT9B765432I LACKING II{
INTELLIGEN]CE

CONFIDENT

WEAK;
POWERLESS

NEAT; WELL
GROOÀ/iEl)

NON-
AGGRESSIVE

FLEX I i3 LE ;
COMPRO-
MISING

i RRE-
SPOI{SI BLË

DOMII\IEERII{G

NIOT-KNOW-
LEDGEABLE

CONSER-
VATIVE

PLAYED HIS
ROLE VERY
WELI,

AGGRESSIVE9B765432T

LACKING IN
CONFIDENCE

STRONG;
POWERFUL

SLOPPY;POOR- I
LY GROOMED

STUBBORN; UN-l
COMPROMISII{G

KNOWLEDGE-
A BLE

NON-
CONSERVATIVE

PLAYED HIS
ROLE VERY
POORLY

123456789

987654321

23456789

23456789

98765432r

r23456789

L23456789

RESPONSIBLE9B765432l

SUBMISSIVEI23456789

ON THE SCALE BELOW, CIRCLE THE NUMBER WHICH COMES CLOSES'I
TO THE DEGREE TO WHICH YOU FEEL YOUR OPPONENT FOLLOWED
THE ROLE INSTRUCTIONS HE WAS SUPPOSED TO FOLLOW.
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BARGAINING SITUATION

This bargaining concerns some employees of the lvluncilral

Government of lJarmon y, llanitoba, a city of about 500 , 000 population.

Starting five years ago, the Government Office Workers of Canada

(GOWC), a national union, had bargainecl yearly on behalf of municipal

clerical and of f ice workers. The current contract between the GOWC

and the city is due to expire today. During the past few years, the

negotlätlons between the GOWC and the City have approximated those in

union management relations generally. Each side has given up some

things in return for others. For example, in the current bargaining,

the union originally asked that dental insurance premiums for workers

be paid by the City. Ìlanagement argued that start-up aclministralive

costs for this type of progrdm would be excessive. Instead, manage-

ment offered to reduce prices in the cafeteria; since that system was

already in operation, the costs would be less but workers woulcl still

benef it. The union accepted this of f er and dropped the demand for

dental coverage. As another example, the union had originally asked

that plug-in rates for employees'cars not be increased as planned by

management. Management felt that it could not do this in view of

rapidly increasing hydro rates. However, management finally agreed to

increase the rate less than was economically necessary and thus absorb

some of the cost of employees'plugging their cars in during the

winter. As a final example, management wanted to contract out clerical
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work during peak periods. The union objected to this, arguing that

the City should hire more workers to handle the load. Managernent

countered that this was Ímpractical, because the peak work periocls

lasteci only a few days at a time. Finaliy, a comprornise was reachecl

where the CÍty hired a few additional workers and management was

allowed to begin contractinçf out some work during peak periods.

At this point in time, agreement has been reached on all issues

like those discussed above; the only issue not settled is wages. In the

present contract, the base wage (on which wages ancl all jobs covererl

by .the contract are baseri) is $4.00 per hour. There dre no wage con-

trols or guidelines to which the contract rnust adhere. Over the last 5

years, contract wage increases for GOWC members have been in the

4e"-20% range. The cost of living is projected to rise at around l}eo

over the next year, while GNP (Gross National Product) is expected to

decline in real (as opposed to dollar ) terms. InfÌation last rnonth was

at an annual rate of 1l%.

The recent pattern of wage settlements arnong other governrnent

clerical workers across the country have been B%-15%. A recent United

Auttr Workers conLract., which applies to Inany workers of thls city

(though not those employed by the city) inctuded a wage increase of

I 3% over the next year. Some other recent contract settlemellts have

been as follows: tlurses, IB%; construction workers , 25eo; transit

workers , IZeo; non-unÍon cÍty employees (e. g. teachers ) , 7eo average.

City Administrationrs Position on Wa ges:

In general, labor costs are the most irnportant part of the Cityrs
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operating budqet. This means that there are severe limitations on the

Cityrs capacity to rrabsorbrr wage increases. Although tax revenues are

somewhat sensitive to inflation (e. g. , as inflation increases, so do tax

revenues), the relationship is not a perfect one. Thus the administra-

tion expects that this yearrs increase in revenues will be no lnore than

9-10% even though inflation is expected to be around lTeo. Moreover,

the current rrclirnaterr in the City is such that any proposed increase in

taxes would be vigorously resisted and would only serve to alienatr:

large numbers of voters. Indeed, many voters even now tend to have

rather cynical vie.ws on how efficiently the Cíty is run. ManageEentrs

current offer to the Union is 4% (16 cents per hour).

Union Position on Waqes

The average cost of livinq increases of 13% per year over the last

two years ,have swallowed up all of the recent wage increases; in fact,

the workersr actual purchasing power has slightly decreased. on the

other ha¡rd, City income rises r,vith tnflatlon, so the cÍty has been

gettinq, Ín ef f ect, cheap labor . ThÍs contract is the time to change

that. The union mernbership is firm in feelinq an increase of more than

the 6% of the last contract is required. The current union offer on the

table is for an increase in the base wage of 28% (Sl. I2 per hour ).

General Barqainin g Procedures:

Your job as a representative of manaqement or union is tr:

negotiate only the wages portion of the contract which is all that is left

outstanding. Having read the situation description above you shouid
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now devise strategies based on this information and create whatever

arguments you need to bolster your position in negotiating a fair con-

tract for your side. You will have about 15 minutes more to do so.

After this time, you will meet with the opposing representativej and

actually negotiate a contract. Your success in bargaining will have

importance consequences not only for those you represent, but for you

personaily. In the real world, these personal consequences might take

the form of promotions (in the case of management representatives), re-

election to important positions (in the case of union representatives), or

increases or decreases irt salary or wdges. in orrJer to simulatr: thesc'

conditions as closely as possible, and to help ensure your involvement

in the bargaining process, your pay f or participating in this exercise

wil,l be determined by how well you barqain. Thus your pay will

consist of the following:

LEVEL OF WAGE SE'I'ILEN{ENTI

Pay Union percentile Mgt. Percentile

s r0.00 25eo Ot more
24%
23e"
nogLa o

2r%
20%
I9e.
IB9"
L7%

I6e"
rs r/42
15% or less

7% or less
B%

9eo

10%

1l%
r2e"
r3%
IAea
rs%
r6%
16 3/4e"
I7e" or more

$ e.00
$ 8.00
$ 7.oo
$ 6.oo
$ s.oo
$ 4.00
$ 3.oo
$ 2.00
$ 1.00
$ .2s
$ .oo

I Each subject will receive only the level chart appropriate to his role
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As you can see, every one-quarter of one percent you gain/save in the

wôge settlement will increase your own pay by $0.25. Since any of this

inf ormation reoarding the personal consequences of various settlement.s

would be of obvious value to the other representative in devising a

strategy, be caref uI not to reveal any of this information to hirn .

Should you do so, even inadvertently, the experiment wilt be halted

and you will receive nothing.

You are f ree to use any of the inf ormation in the rrsituation

descriptÍonrr to either directly shape your strategy or to create what-

ever additional arguments you might need to bolster your position.

Your focus should be on rational persuasion of the other representa-

tir¡e.

You will have 20 minutes to bargain initially with the other

representative. If you reach agreement on a wage settlement during

this period, enter ine time and wage settlement on the attached

rrContract Formr', exchange signatures, and signal the investigator by

pressing the buzzer on the table. If you have not reached agreernent

by the end of the 20 minutes Ít will be assumed that an impasse has

been reached and a strike/lockout will automatically take p1ace. You

will then have a few minutes to re-think the issues and to revise your

strategy. At this point, negotiations wiII resume for an addÍtional I0

minutes usinq a revised pay schedule that will be explained below.
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Strike/Lockout

You may at any tirne durinq neqotiation call a strike or lockout.

Just as there are costs to both parties in real life associated with

strikes and lockouts, there will be a cost to you in choosing this option

in this exercise. If a strike or lockout is calied, the pay schedu¡: for

both parties will be cut in half . The maximum pay will thus be $s

instead of $t0 and so forth down the schedule until 0 is reachecl. your

opponentrs schedule will also be reduced by the same amount.

Summary of Bargaining Procedures

You will have a tnaximum of 30 minutes to review the materials ancl

plan your bargainÍnq stratrlqy. You are free to use any Ínfornia-

tion in therrsituation description'r to dÍrectly shape your strategy

or to create whatever additional arguments you need to bolstr:r

your position. Your focus should be on rational persuation of the

other representative.

You will then have 20 minutes to bargain with the other representa-

tive.

3. If you reach agreement during this period, enter the wage settle-

ment on the attached rrcontract formr' (each party has a copy to be

completed) and exchange signatures. Be sure to make a note of

the time of settlement, then signal the experimenter by pressirrcT

the buzzer.

t
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If you have not reached agreement at the end of 20 minutes you

will have a few minutes to prepare your final offer and supporting

argument (on the rrfinal of fer at impasse'r form ) . Your statemerrt

wili be given to the other party and you wiII receive his.

During the ensuing strike/Iockout period which will last for a

maximum of I0 minutes, you should re-think the issues and revise

your strategies. At this point negotiations will resume for an

additional I0 minute usins the revised pay schedule in which pay

rates have been reduced by one half.

5

6 Rernernber that you can caII a strike or lockout at any

negotÍations. If you do, both parties wili be subject

reduction of pay formula.

tirne during

to an equal

7 You may also at any time during negotiations request a period of

conci-liation b)' pressing the buzzer to siqnal the investigator. At

this time the experimenter will separate you ancl your opponent

and discuss individually with you some of the rules of negotiation,

the focus of the negotiations and any other details that you might

have forgotten f rom the sÍtuation description or f rorn the general

bargaininq instructions. There will be no penalty associâted with

requesting conciliation; Ít is merely a time for you and your

opponent to reformulate your thouqhts and strategies and to

review some of the instructions given previously.
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CONTRACT FORM

Now that you have reached an agreement with your opponent quickly

fill out the required information bel,ow.

TIME OF SETTLEME]\iT

YOUR FINAL WAGE OFFER 9ó

YOUR OPPONENTIS FINAL û/AGE OFFER

Your signature

Your opponentrs

sig natu re

9o
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FINAL OFFER AT IMPASSE

Even thouqh you have not reached settlement at the conclusion of

barqaining it is important to find out how far apart you anci your

opponent are at the end of the session for payoff purposes. Fiit out

the required inforrnation below.

YOUR FJNAL WAGE OFFER

YOUR OPPONENTIS FINAL WAGE OFFER %

Your signature

Your opponentrs

signature

z
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ROLE DESCRIPTiON FOR MANAGERS

You have been selected to play the role of manager in this

simulated bargaining exercise. To help you in playing your role as

realistically as possible, the investigator recently surveyed a large

number of Introductory Psychology Students and asked them to describe

a 'rtypical" manager. Below is a list of ten adjectives most frequently

used by students in discribing a manager. The adjectives are listed in

order of importance.

Intelliqent
Conf ident
Strong; powerful
Neat; well-qroomed
Aeqressive
Stubborn ; uncompromising
Responsible
Domineering
Knowledgeable
Conservative

Wherever possible, yoü should behave according to this description
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR OPPONENT

Since you are playing the role of a Manager, your opponent has

obviously been asked to play the role of a Union Officer. Just as it is

Ímportant for you to have an idea of the role that you are to play, it is

crucial that you understand what your opponentrs role is. vVhen

surveyed, students describecl the rrtypical'r union officer as follows:

A goressive
Loud; outspoken
Inteliigent
Strong; powerful
Demanding
Conf ident
Greedy
Stubborn ; uncompromising
Tough
Understanding

If your oppoent plays his role weII, he should come across looking like

the description above. Hopefully this description of your opponent will

help you plan the right strategies for barsaining.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR UNION OFFICERS

You have been selected to play the role of Union Of f icer in this

simulated bargaining exercise. To help you in playing your role as

realistically as possible, the investigator recently surveyed a large

number of Introciuctory Psycholrrgy students and asked them to describe

a I'typical'r union officer. Below is a List of the ten adjectives most

frequently used by students in descrÍbing a union officer. The

adjectives are listed in order of importance.

A g gressive
Loud; outspoken
I ntelligent
Strong; powerf ul
Dernanding
Conf ident
Greedy
Stubborn, uncompromisÍng
Tough
Understandin g

Wherever possible, you should behave according to this description.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR OPPONENT

Since you are playing the role of a Union Officer, your opponent

has obviously been asked to play the role of a Union Officer' Just as

it is important for you to have an idea of the role that you ôre to play,

it is crucial that you understand what your opponentrs role is. When

surveyed, students described the rrtypicailr manager as foilows:

Intelligent
Conf ident
Strong; powerf ul
Neat; well-groomed
Aggressive
Stubborn ; uncompromising
Responsible
Domineering
Knowiedgeable
Conservative

If your oppoent plays his role weII, he should come across lookinq like

the description above. Hopefully this description of your opponent will

help you plan the right strategies for bargaining.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR MANAGERS

You have been selected to play the roLe of manager in this

simulated bargaininq exercise. To help you in playing your role as

realistically as possible, the investigator recently surveyed a large

number of Introductory Psychology Students and asked them to rJescribe

a "typicalrr manager. Below is a list of ten adjectives most frequently

used by students in discribÍnq a manager. The adjectives are listr:d in

order of importance.

Intelligent
Confident
Strong; powerful
Neat; weli-groomed
Aggressive
Stubborn ; uncompromisinq
Responsible
Domineering
Knowledgeable
Conservative

Wherever possible, you should behave according to this description
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR OPPONENT

Since you are playin g the role of Manaqer , your

obviou sly been asked to play the role of union of f icer .

opponent

Just as

has

it is

it isimportant for you

crucial that you

surveyed, students described

to have an idea of the role that you are to play,

understand what your

therrtypicairl

opponentrs role is. When

union officer as follows:

if your opponent plays

the description above.

help you plan the right

Non-Aggressive
Quiet; softspoken
Lackinq in Íntelligence
Weak; powerless
Undermanding
Lacking confidence
Generous
Flexible; compromising
Weak
Lacks understanding

his role well, he should come across looking like

Hopefully thÍs description of your opponent will

strateqies for barqaining.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR UNION OFFICERS

You have been selected to play the role of Union Officer in this

simulated bargaining exercise. To help you in playing your role as

realistically aS possible, the investigator recently surveyed a large

number of Introductory Psychology students and asked them to describe

arrtypicalI union officer. Be].ow is a list of the ten adjectives most

f requently used by students in describing a union of f icer. The

adjectives are listed in order of importance.

A ggressive
Loud; outspoken
I ntelligent
Strong; powerful
Demanding
Conf ident
Greedy
Stubborn, uncompromising
Tough
Understanding

Wherever possible, you should behave according to this description.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION FOR OPPONENT

-. Since you are playino the role of Union Officer, your opponent has

obviously been asked to play the role of union of f icer. Just as it Ís

important for you to have an idea of the role that you are to play, it is

crucial that you understand what your opponentrs role is. When

surveyed, students described the rrtypicalrr union officer as follows:

Lackinq in intelligence
Lacking confidence
Weak; powerless
Sloppy; poorly groonted
Non-aggressive
Flexible ; compromising
Irresponsible
SubmÍssive
Not-knowled geable
Non-conservative

If your opponent plays his role well, he should come across looking like

the description above. Hopefully this description of your opponent wÍll

help you plan the right strategies for bargaining.
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BARGAINING SESSION TRANSCRIPT

( INCONSISTENT CONDITION )

Mgmt.

Irm willing to listen to your argumerrt first and then you can listen to

mine.

Union

Irm afraid íòt. The position of the union is that we want to hear the

City's position on the contract and then we will consiCer it.

Mgmt.

We will not consider any more than 4% until we know

Union

4% is totally unacceptable.

Ilgmt.

Sofs your 28e". You realize itrs ridiculous and you realize

no way we can gÍve you that and werre not prepared to. So

your opening statement please?

that therers

can I hear

Union

WeII I'll just state that in the past, City settlernents have proven to be

far below what was required when you take inflation into consideration.
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Mgmt.

Inflation has nothing to do with this right at the moment.

Union

Inflation is always .. . . The unionrs policy is that we want to hear from

the City that they are more responsive to our needs. As far as the

uni9nrs concerned the City has not been responsive to our needs which

Ìs demonstrated by the previous contract settlements.

Mgnit.

As you can see from the contract which was worked out we have given

you quite a bit at great expense to us, Granted the dental care we

didnrt get into but

Union

The city gave us a reduction in cafeteria prices

Mgmt.

Wirerr you settled for that thatrs your own problem but that does not

doesnrt matter what is demonstrates.

Union

It does not

Food instead

at a]I.

demonstrate any any City giving in to the Union.

of dental care. It does not equate, that is not equitable
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Mgmt.

That is not in the contract right now. Werre dealing with wages. Letrs

get down to wages. You said you want your 28e". You know thatrs

ridiculous and I know thatrs ridiculous so letrs forget it. Irm willing to

give you 4%. The inflation Ís at 9% and that is a maximum increase.

Union

Inflation over the past 12 years is 13e" which has eliminated any gain we

might have had - thatrs not

Mgmt.

The cost of living....

Union

The cost of livinq has been projected to be IZeo for this year.

Mgmt.

Inflation for this year is expected to be around

of living increases of 13% over the last 2 years.

to give you 4%.

r2z, the

Listen,

average cost

werre willing

Union

Werre not gÍoins to take 4%.

Mgmt.

Then I'm afraid yourre not going to take anything. Well you wiII, werll
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come to an agreement. I want you to know that if we increase your

wages by an unreasonable amount that means we have to increase the

revenue, and íf we increase the revenue that means that your workers

are still qoing to have to pay more money on the taxes and there goes

their increase, so whatrs the point?

Union

The point is that inflation increases the cityrs revenue regardless...

N'1-9[]-r-

And the inflation Ís to do with your increased wages, so the more

want your wðges Ìncreased the more revenue is going to go up, and

more the revenue qoes up the more you guys have to pây, so itrs

to your advantage to want more money.

you

the

r)ot

Union

You cannot attach the blame for inflatÍon to the specif ic union that I

represent.

Mgmt.

But I am. Thatrs all part of our increased cost.

Union

That is just too bad. The city shoulcl have been aware of that consider-

ation when they gave other parties, other city employees their

increases.
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Mgmt.

Those are other city employees, theyrre not your union, and werre not

discussing that.

Union

No, but the way the City has treated other people has a bearing on the

fact of how we feel about it. You cônrt say that you can attach the

blame specifically of inflation and the problerns that the Cityrs goinq to

have with finding revenue to this union, to GWOC and try to limit us to

a strall increase and liren turn around to sorne other union and qive

them substantialiy more than you want to give us.
\

Mgmt.

We have to give them more.

Union

WeIl you have to give us more too.

Mgmt.

Not that much more. 29eo, are you serious about that?

Union

Our union Ís willing to comprornise.

Mgmt.

Our manaqement is also.
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Union

But I think werre still far apart.

Mgmt.

Extremely. Are you willing to come down on the grounds that the pre-

vious increases were 6% and obviously yourve been happy with that or

yourd not have accepted that.

Union

What we previously accepted has no bearinq as far'as lrm concerned.

Mgmt.

WeII as far as werre concerned it does because the City is a business...

Union

The unÍons perhaps before were very weak and they couldnrt negotiate

for the best interests of this Union, l:ut I wili negotiate for the best

interest of my Union to get settlement that is in favor, and that is

within the .. .

Mgmt.

I am also neqotiating for your union because the more we increase your

wages the higher your taxes are qoing to go.

Union

Taxes will go up no matter how you raise our wages.
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Mgmt.

Werre willing to increase the taxes a maximum of 9 or I0%. It doesnrt

mean it will go up 9 or I0%. It might just go up 2%. The more you

ask for the more the revenue has to çro up. Okay you must realize the

City is also a business. Now we have to make a profit, just as your

workers have to make a profit. Now if we donrt make that profit we

cannot afford to give your workers those annual rates that they so

request. You understand?

UnÍon

I understand perfectly what yourre trying to say.

Mgmt.

Good ! So are you wÍlling to

Union

Letfs just fincl out what yourre willing to go up to. 28% yor.l say is too

high.

Mgmt.

That's ridiculous.

Union

Well 4% is ridiculous. What is your next offer?
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Mgmt.

I want to hear yours.

Union

That's too bad.

Mgmt.

4 r/4.

Unlon

4 I/4. Wow what a big increase that is!

Mgmt.

You have to come down.

Union & Mgmt. in unison

Welll come down to 27 3/42.

Mgmt.

No, sorry. Your move.

Union

The City Ís just wanting to keep taxes down but we atl know about

previous settlements to certain City government employees. And we

also know how most voters in the City feel about the work of the city

council, how they feel the city council is not doing the job.
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Mgmt.

WeIl if you notice the average wage, whether werre doinq the job or

not, has only been 7% increase.

Union

In previous

4-20e" range.

times the contract settlements for the Gowc have reacheri a

Now werre not going to qo for tlre 4% range.

Mgmt.

And werre not going to go to Z\ea, So yourve already admitted that

yourre going to come down to at least 20%'?

Union

No. In prevÍous times settlements have not been suffÍcient.

lvlg¡1l:-

Yes it has, or it wouldnrl ]rave been accepted.

Union

we acceptecl them at the time but inflation has proven that they

not acceptable.

were

Mqmt.

At the tirne they were perfectly satisfactory. Granted Irll admit and i

shouldnrt, that the 6% was alrÍght and now the 6% on that same old pay

scale wouldnrt work. Irm not saying that 6% on this wouldnrt work,...
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Union

Yourre offerinq us 4% and yourve just stated that 6% didnrt work

Mqmt.

Irm not saying it didnrt work, Irm sayirrg it didnrt work on the old scale

Union

On the old scale you said that 6% dÍdnrt work and that was in previous

times and yourre offering us Aeo now ancl we both know that the GNP

has declinecj, so in real terms the dollar is not worth what it was

before, and you are oiferi.,q us even a lesser percentage increase.

Mgmt.

That is because we cannot afford any more.

Union

But yourre goirrg to have to afford

fincl ways to increase its revenues,

more. The City Ìs

or streamlining its

going

cos ts

to have to

\4gmt.

Streamlining our costs means lockinq you out and cutting your workers.

WerII stilJ have our money, you wonrt.

Union

Locking us out
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Mgmt.

Werre still goin o to have ail the money we make f rom the revenue ;

you're still going to be locked out walking around without any money

except for your union strike pay, which isnrt a hell of a lot.

Union

Werll collect union strike pay and we'il also accept U.I.C. benefits,

meanwhile the City wiII not operate We wonrt have to worry about

paying taxes, thererll be no civil servants to process the tax forms.

Mgmt.

Weril brÍng people in. Therers a lot of cheap labour out there.

Union

And cheap labour wonrt help you, bums of f the street to process tax

f orms?

Mgmt.

No werll get university student^s who are just happy to get a job where

they can.

Union

Well we both know that university students are

Mgmt. & Union (in unison)

Bums.
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Mgmt.

You said that your average thing was 4-20% somewhere?

Union

Well at least we agree on that.

Over the past

4-20ea range.

for us.

years

But

the range of settlement increases have been in the

welre not saying that even 20e" would be sufficient

Mgmt._

whv?

Union

Because we had

lMgmt.

Thatrs weII over the rate of inflation and the cost of livinq. Itrs well

over it.

Union

Our union feels that Ín the past we have made concessions to the

City...
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Mgmt.

To keep your jobs.

keep the City runninq smoothly. Not as a business, as a

as a civilization.

Union

And to

society,

I4gmL:

As a business? What if we declared bankruptcy because we paid our

workers too much?

Union

WeIl I quess you'd have to sell off City assets wouldnrt you? We could

start by elirninating all the high priced civil workers for the City,...

Ugui-
and the outrageously expensive Union negotiators. Okay, IrIl offer

you 5%.

Union

Well since you're so gracious the union may consider going down lo 27ea,

Mgmt.

Thatrs ridiculous. We cannot give you that 2B%. You are going to have

to come down, therers no way. If we were to pay you that 27e" we

would be bankrupt in a few days, and you'd be out of work.
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Union

Can you back that up?

Mgmt.

Itrs irrelevant! Thatrs not fair!

Union

I donrt have tr: accept your statement then.

Mgmt.

Okay! Werd be bankrupt in a year then, and you would all be out of a

job. And the City would stilt have a few measly dollars to pay me, but

you wouldnrt get any because your union workers would be extremeì.y

annoyed at you.

Union

I donrt think tirat the voters wouid allow the CÍty to keep you

e:nployed. We both know the precarious position the City is in with

ref erence to the voters. The voters have just about had it with the

City, with all the lack of efficiency and ðtt the waste.

Mgmt.

Lack of ef ficiency ! And who puts alt these things into effect? T'he

civil servants, so theyrre not very efficient, theyrre just terrible.
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Union

The civil servants put the City's policies in ef fect, but the policy

decisions are macle by the city council.

Mgmt.

But if they're not executed properly ð11 our decisions are in the

best interests of the people ...

Union

The problems in the city are in the policies of the city. Okay, we are

willing to go down lo 26 I/Te".

Mgmt.

Thatrs stiil ridiculous and at the rate yourre going... You must realize

this: werve offered you 4%. The maximum amount we get in per annum

is lOeo. The less we take in the better. Now your cost of living

increases are l3%, right? So if we were to gíve you that extra 16 L/22

itrs just not feasibie. Granted your workers may want it, but

theyrre not going to get it because we canrt afford it.

Union

WeIl! Let me just state that the United Automobile Workers employees,

of which

workers,

the City is comprised of many members of that union and many

somehow were able to get a 13% increase.
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Mgmt.

And yourre going to come down to i3% now?

UnÍon

Irm just refuting your claÍms that you canrt give a t6% increase.

Mgmt.

I didnrt say 16%. I said I6e" over and above the cost of living. Now

Ilm talking about your 26 L/2%, You look at all these other workers.

Granted it says transit - 25e". These people are making nothing and

these people have to survÍve. Your union workers are already making

a fair amount.

Union

$4.00 base is not a fair amount.

Mgmt.

It is I TransÍt workers are only making $3.50. They're

something like $4.10. Now you are, $4.00 or $5.00 an hour.

parity with transit workers, is that what you want?

now making

Thatrs on

Union

As far as the Union is concerned transit workers are only being pald a

12% increase. So that goes to show you the lack of
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Mgmt.

The figures handed to me were mistaken

Union

Okay let's get down to brass tacks here.

Mgmt.

Okay! 6%. You have to come down a lot more before Itm even willing

to start giving you any decent amount. Irve already increased it as

much as I can.

Union

As much as the City wants you to increase it, not as much as you can.

Mqmt.

As much as I can af ford.

Union

The Union will consider goino down to 25%.

Mgmt.

Oh ! Be reasonable.

Union

We are being reasonable. You offered construction workers a 25%

increase. They were qiven a 25eo increase.
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Mgmt.

We didnrt offer that to them. They were demanding over 50%. And we

bargained it out, so why canrt we just bargain it out here?

Union

WeII letrs bargain, make your offer.

Mgmt.

I did, 6eo.

Union

Thatrs ridiculous.

Mgmt.

Why, itrs what you got last time.

Union

And it wasnrt enouqh.

Mgmt.

Just because it wasnrt enough doesnrt mean

The average wage increases are 6%.

it wonrt be enough now.

Union

inflation has

forecastdd to

gone up

go up II%

13% in the past 2 years,

with the doilar

and inflation is

declining in realthÍs year
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terms now you expect 6% to be satisfactory, that would be a net

dÍfference, not in our favour, of 5%. But the dollar has declined so in

real terms we are not making more.

Mgmt.

Yes you are.

Union

GNP has gone down, so in real terms the dollar is not worth what it

was before. So a 6% increase in comparison to what we were glven

maybe 2 years ago is not sufficient when inflation has gone up Il%.

LOCKOUT

Mgmt.

Okay now, we lockecl you out. Obviously we donrt want you workÍng

for any unreasonable demands and so you are not makÍng any money

whatsoever right now. The city still has our money in the bank anci

your employees stÍll have to buy all their food. Meanwhile I get paid

nevertheless,

Union

Aha!

when

Thatrs what you think! You wili find out how weII you get paid

your cheque has not arrived in. the maii.
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Mgmt.

What do you mean itrs your workers who are out. I get paid by the

Mayor.

Union

Who do you think processes your cheques?

Mgmt.

The Mayorrs private staff .

Union

The Mayorrs private staff is on strike. Thatrs going to be interesting

when the people of the City find out that the Mayor has a private staff

to ensure that...

Mgmt.

The people voted in that staff 2 years ago.

Union

Irm sure they did.

Mgmt.

Because they thouqht it was a great idea. Just in case the other civil

servants were on strike they wanted the City to function.
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Union

WeIl the City wonrt function. We represent the civil servants of a city

of 500,000. How many people do you suppose our unÍon is comprised

of?

lvfgl4j-

5, 000?

Union

5,000 isnrt even close. Our union is much larger than you think. This

is just wasting tÍme.

Mgmt._

Are you wÍllinq to come down? I'm willing to increase if you are willing

to decrease substantially.

Union

That has been the cityrs policy

demands...

Substantial reductions in the

\tf qmt.

Substantial rises in taxes due to civil servants substantial demands.

Union

In the past

demands and

the union

all we have

has made quite substantial reductions in its

gotten from it is token acknowledqement from



the City. Irm
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referring to our dental plan which we had wanted and we

give up.were willing to

Mgmt.

You didnrt have it to begin with so how could you give it up. What

about Medicare?

Union

Medicare has nothing to do with the City, Medicare is a Provincial

Mgmt.

What about Blue Cross, yourve got Blue Cross donrt you?

Union

Blue Cross we pay for directly, itrs private.

Mgmt.

Thatrs irrelevant. Yourve already settled for your rjental care.

Union

Our dental care we haven't got. The only dental care

Mgmt.

You indirectly got your dental care because of the reduced costs in the

Caf eteria.
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Union

How can reducing sandwiches by 10e"

Mgmt.

At the outrageous prices we have to charge in order to

Union

Aha! Outrageous prices you do charge....

Mgmt.

In order to provide you

Union

The prices you charge are a riPoff.

Mgmt.

WeIl then donrt eat there! Bring your own foodl

Unlon

We are willing to come down to 24 l/22,

Mgmt.

Thatrs l/2% less.

Union

Okay. 24%.



ì
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I repeat maximum

forget that.

Mgmt.

Thatrs 1% less.

Union

Letrs hear what the City has to offer.

Mgmt.

With the 9 to 10% maximum amount in revenues

amount. And the minÍmum amount could be zero, donrt

Union

It could be

Mgmt.

It could be and it very well might be.

Union

And it very well might be. Time Ís running out.

Mgmt.

Okay werre up to 7e..

Union

That is totally ridiculous. Totally unacceptable.
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Mqmt.

whv?

Union

Because inflation as I have poÍnted out

UIgmt.

Yourre already on parity with the other workers.

Unlon

We are not on parity with the other workers.

Mgmt.

X'f#!! What cio you think the average wage increases are?

Union

Wage Íncreases

Mgmt.

Are 7eo. Most of these workers are hiqhly skilled. It doesntt take

much to type.

Union

In previous contracts the wages have been in the lB-25% range. where

do you get your figures from?



Mgmt.

Some other recent contract settlements have been as follows

etc. 7% average.
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etc.

Union

Etc. etc. The only people who got 7eo were non city employees such as

poor teachers, who donrt have an effective union to represent them

construction workers received 25%.

Mgmt.

When was the last time that one of the city workers was on the top of a

building, willinq to faII off, just for a lousy few dollars an hour?

Union

18% for nurses. Construction workers 25%

I¡1gmt.

Nurses? Do you know what they go through? AII those patients going

to the washroom in beds. And what about transit workers, getting on

the bus and having to roll people of f of them? Thatrs harrowinq, I

niean, it doesnrt take much to sit at a desk and type, as Íf a workerrs

going to get her fingers stuck in the typewriter, thatrs not very

dangerous.

Union

Our workers not only type.
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u_9'n!._

Oh they file! Thatrs what we should do to them. Irve come up to 7%,

and yourre down to 20% did you say?

Union

No. We are down lo 24e".

Mgmt.

24?

Union

I may add that time has run out . 24%.

Mqmt.

You may add it too and we could very well lock you out.

Union

You have

willing to

demands.

Iocked us out. Af ter some consideration here the union is

drop down to 23e". We have moved 5% f rom our initial

The City has moved 3% from their initial offer.

Mgmt.

But ali of that extra money over the cost of living would be purely

profit for your workers
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Union

. . . the Cityrs revenue increases as inflation increases whereas the

union membersrincome decreases due to inflation. We are in a no win

situation.

Mgmt.

Ours doesnrt increase

Union

It does increase with inflatÍon because your revenue is based on the tax

base. so if costs go up, the taxes go up to cover it. whereas we are

not so lucky; we donrt have arbitrary raising of taxes. we have to

negotiate.

Mgmt.

And thatrs what yourre doing, and I might add unreasonably.

Union

Unreasonably? We have moved down 5% from our inÍtial demand where

the City has only gone up 3%.

Mgmt.

Okay IrlI make it 4. Werre now up to B%.

Union

8%. werre far from meeting an equitab1e... what we want here,..werre



far from an inequÍtable meeting.

Mgmt.

whv?

Union
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We wðnt to stay ahead of8%. 8%

inflation.

while an inflation rate is I l%.

We donrt want to lose ground

Mgmt.

So does the city

Union

The Cityrs revenue increases with inflation, you are in an always win

situation.

Mgmt.

No werre not.

Union

You are. The cityrs revenue increase is based on taxes , the taxes

Íncrease arbitrarily with inflation. ...

Mgmt.

And fnflation for the city includes your raised wages. Irm lookinq at

the best interests of both of us.
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Union

Okay, the union after some talking is willing to go down lo 22%,

Mgmt.

Irm willing to go to 9. Thatrs the exact rate of increased revenue.

Union

Thatrs 2 points below inflation.

Mgmt.

Irm not going to go any higher than 9%.

Union

Then we have an impasse.

Mgmt.

We have an impasse.

Union

Can I have a conciliatory talk here?

Mgmt.

oh! oh!

END OF BARGAINING SESSION
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BARGAINING SESSION TRANSCRIPT

(INCONSISTENT CONDITION)

Union

As you know our current offer on the Board is 28% increase. We

feel that over the last five years since the Gowc has been in opera-

tion werve been fair. Werve bargained with you and I think everyone is

quíte happy with that. However, it seems as infiation is at Ii% and the

cost of living is going to be a predicted 12% and our wages in the last

5 years have reached a ceilinq of 20% - thatrs zz over what we need

even to break even, even just to buy our milk, our bread, our butter

I mean werre the people that work for you, the people that need

your support and we give you our support to do a good job for this

city and the amount of money that yourre paying us now is not going to

cover the simple economic costs that are increasing from day to day.

So what we propose to you is that a waqe increase of ZTeo will be both

within your abilÍty to pay and within our acceptance level.

Mgt.

28e" is totally ridiculous, because our increase in revenues will not

that. Werll go in the hole.

Union

Oh come now, come now. InflatÍon increases your revenue to the point

at which yourre right at this moment, sÍnce we have not had a contract

increase for the last year, that yourre makinq money on us, that yourre

cover



getting cheap labour from us. You know that as weli

werre asking for is a fair deal here. Werve negotiated

already; werve negotiated hydro costs and as you know
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as we do. AII

several thinqs

Mst.

Our revenue does not increase directly to our taxes, to inflation.

Union

Oh come on, we all know where the coffers are, we all know where the

money is right here. We all know whors making money. If Ínflation is

increasing at 12% and the the cost of living is goÍng up but we have

not had our wages go up, then you must obviously be making more

money than you did last year. Therefore you can afford to pay more

money to us this year.

Mgt.

28e"? We eanrt afford to pay 28%; no one can afford to pay 2B%; Big

companies canrt afford to pay 28% and yourre expecting us to pay 2B%.

Union

Look, I give you facts from across the country. 18% nurses alone.

Mgt.

Skilled labor.
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Union

Of fice workers are not skilled laborers? Iril tell you the skills right

now. There is clerical, there is management, there is years of univer-

sity education going into these people - years of money that they paid

out - a lot of time and effcirt and a lot of pride in the jobs that they

are doing. Don't tell me skilled labor. Nurses spend 2-3 years in uni-

versity after they have their underqraduate degrees. That goes the

same for any management level, any clerical, bookkeeper, 2 years the

minimum, Red River Community Coliege.

Mgt.

If these people are so skilled they could qet a job that paid more than

$4/hr. and we wouldnrt have to be here. The way the economy is right

now nurses can afford an L8% Íncrease, we canrt afford a 28% Íncrease.

Union

Werre gettino paid on a lower level to begin with so we need that

increase proportionately large in order to cover the infiation which is

22eo - 22?o over the last 5 years increases of 20e" maximum, ceiling of

20e". We donrt think therers anything wrong with that.

Mgt.

Inflation is 12%, nol 22eo.

UnÍon

22s" inflation and cost of living. Sorry, a little correction of information
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there. But goinq back to examples across the country, the average

ceiiing on wage increases is l5%, i5% and thatrs from workers across the

country, a lot of whom are considered hiqh income earners, and office

workers are definitely not, and yet we have to survive in this world as

well. So I believe that 28% is not too much to ask when we consider

the facts, that inflation is causing you an increase in revenue - where

is this increase Ín revenue goinq?

Mqt.

Increase in revenue is not directly proportional to inflation.

Union

But there is still an increase Ín revenue. I'm telling you

Mgt.

There is still an increase in revenue,

28% increase in revenue. We'd have to

have a 28% increase in revenue.

Union

I donrt know where you get

this before in my life. ThÍs is

but there is no way we have a

rate of 40eo tohave an Ínflation

these f igures from; Irve never heard

all arbitrary, it doesnrt apply.

Mgt.

I canrt afford to pay you 28e"t nobody has ever settled for 2B%.

workers! clerical workers, I donrt care what kind of university

Skilled

degree



they have or donrt have, are not skilled

here of an increase. That's fine but
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workers. Okay, werre talking

Union

what werre discussing here, believe me we want to get this solved as

quickly as you do, and what werre discussing here is bargaining to find

a mutually acceptable wage level that will both cover the cost of living

and the increase in inflation, without taxing the government to the

point that it has to increase revenue through taxation.

Mgt.

Well at 28% werli probably be losing money.

Union

Okay ! Okay ! This is

facts on why, why ..

situation there?

a realistic wage level for us but give me some

cof fers, whatrs thelet me hear your revenue

Mgt.

I cannot af ford to pay you more than 7eo, I cannot cover more than

that.

Union

You do realize that we can strike. You do realize that?

Mgt.

Yeah you can strike.
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Union

And you do realize the sÍtuation in the city right now. I mean theyrre

not looking too happily at your government.

Mgt.

Which is why we canrt afford to pay you more than

Union

I do think that if we were to strÍke people woulcl definitely not vote for

you in the rrext electlon which I belleve ls comlng up shortly. I think

we can find possibly a middle of the road point between 28 and 7 but

definÍtely on the upper portions, sôy 2/3 of the way from 7 to 28, I

believe 26 is more in line.

Mgt.

I2e"

'\ Union

26 is more ln line that the UnÍted Auto Workers

itself - thecontract agreement the next year in

considerlng the fact

was over 13% over

United Auto Workers have

higher waqe level compared

been getting proportionately an incredibly

But youto of f ice workers in this city.

need our labor, you need us to work for you in this city.

Mgt.

WeII sure we need your labor but not at 28%, not at 26eo, not at 20%.



Union

Oh come now. How do you expect us to live?

Mst.

WeII you just totd me United
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Auto Workers are making a lot of money.

Union

Perhaps we can deal with this in another manner. Werve already dis-
cussed many bargaining positÍons and werve come to agreement on many

things' Perhaps certain demands that we have already had accepteci

can be neqotiated. Letrs start at a 26% level here.

Mgt.

No, flo, start at a basic rzeo lever here. Infrationrs I2%.

Union

Inflation is li% - a little mistake in our

I2Z, so consirlering that we need a Z2eo

then you must at least offer us ZZ%.

information. Cost of living is

increase just to break even,

Mgt.

We will not break even at 22%.

Union

How can you say that? Already our wages are underneath the revenues

that yourve been getting in taxation alone. with the increased ]I%
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inflation rate, your revenue is increasing at a rate that our wages are

not coming to the level of , because we havenrt had a new contract

agreement. That is the purpose of this contract agreement, is to

simply break even. Itrs simple addition - II and 12 make 23 - 232.

24e" gives us that buyinq power to spend money in the economy that is

going to once again come back to government. Right now we know

there is going to be a slow growth period, and a slow growth period is

not promoted to increase rapidiy by having no money to spend. If

people are going to put their money in banks and theyrre not goino to

go aireacl and spend to put thelr money ln private industry, to

increase Eventually it gets back to government through taxation.

You know that and I know that. What werre asking is a simple...

lvf gt.

What I know is that inflation is 1I%, our increase in revenue will not be

more than 7%.

Union

Your figures I do believe are lncorrect. I can cite you here. At an

inflation rate of I I% you will be oaining on your revenue I l% of that

which is over and above ail your expenses towards labor and extra

cost, which is already quÍte an increase as yourve not had a deficit in

the last 5 years. Yourre working on an operating budget that is giving

you a credit rather than a debit, and an increase of inflation on that is

going to give you a greater amount of money to spend on labor. What



excess money?
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There are nois it you are goins to do with that

increased costs. We have negotiated

Mgt.

Increase in revenue witt be B%. Thi,s yearrs increase in revenues will

be 8%. Now I canrt afford to pay you anything over that.

Union

RÍght now, your increase Ín revenue is B% perhaps. I do not agree on

that flgure, but even with an B% revenue increase we already know that

our waqes are 23eo underneath the operating budget alone. Then

therers your other expenses which still give you a total of 13% profit.

Ten percent alone is used for extracurricular expenses. 23% total would

give us a I3% profit, increase, credÍt, whatever, above your base,

which is what yourre working with and an 1t% inflation rate on that

would give you an B% increase above your base so if your base rÍght

now is l3%, qiven a dollar figure of $300,000, an l8eo increase on that"

Mst.

Wherers 13%?

Union

i3%? If werre working at a wage level that is taking up approximately

77e" of all revenue in this government right at the moment , 23% must be

extra, and accordinq to our calculatÍons and calculations through the

media, I0% is spent on other expenses concerning government office
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workers of this city. Therefore 13% must be profÍt. 13% must be sit-

ting there gaining money on this 1l% inflation rate, which according to

your figures, you say is an B% increase from the base, and the base is

approximately l3%, which is about 5300,000. 8% more on that is quite a

Iot of money my friend, quite a lot of money. And then what would

you have, you would still have that profit which is being spent

nowhere. I mean a1l werre asking for Ís an even okay, I believe

that werre getting away from the topÍc here, and I believe that this is
getting nowhere. I believe lrm going to have to cali the rest of the

labor union executive. A strike is defi¡riteiy on the horlzon. I foresee

no advancements in these talks; werve discussed some points.

Mgt.

Lockout !

(Break during Lockout)

Mgt.

i called this lockout because you were acting in ðn irresponslble

manner.

Union

I believe that Íf we considered we were 6% beneath the cost of living,

in our wage demands .. . obviously through fÍgures last year you can

see that we were 6% under and so this year to meet the cost of living

from the base level of working at the cost of living from last year, it

would be an increase of l?eo, since that is the increase noted here of



IZeø. If we were at a base

working under at a level of

equal the cost of living.
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would have to have lZeo, but with

need an increase of 18% alone to

level we

6% we

Mgt.

Last year ! therers no need for you to assume an increase in

revenue over

Union

Obviously our informatÍon differs.

Mgt.

I donrt think it does.

UnÍon

Obviously it does. Letrs talk bargaining here. Letts get in to a little

give and take, a little trade. we came to a compromise earlier, that

during peak periods it was determÍned that you needed more help and

we wanted more workers hired to spread the wealth, so to speak, and

due to costs which you proposed were too high, you would rather con-

tract out the work, rather than work someone f ult time during the

year. We came to an agreement: a few additÍonal workers and you

would contract out some extra work during peak periods if it was

necessary. what we propose is that any part time staff that is now

working works a lower wage schedule than the f ull-time staf f in our

u nion , and any work contracted out is also at a lower sched ule



proportionately to what our Íncrease will be this year.

that, we will offer...
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Also, to add to

Mst.

This is just pennies.

Union

Werre talking costs, and werre talking ways of decreasing costs in other

areas to obtain an increase in salary which will provÍde us an ability to

IÍve at the cost of living. Is this not correct?

Mst.

Cost of livinq is LZZ? 1l%?

Union

t]% if yourre working at the base level. Last year we were 6% beneath.

Mgt.

You can work at the cost of living. you were working at the cost of

living last year as far as lrm aware, and it's okay by me if you work at

the cost of living. I have nothing against your working at the cost of

living; I do have something agalnst you if you work at ZB% or z}so or

l5%, because that is over the cost of livinq, that is more than we can

afford to pay you and yourd be dealÍng wÍth a new administration if you

trÍed that.



Union

We are willing to

which is 2% above

cost of living.
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of f er in the pot for a basÍc wage increase of Z}so,

our predicted 18% increase needed to level off at the

Mgt.

No! You worked at the cost of livÍng last year...

Union

We are willinq to of fer no strikes and in this econorny the way it is

rlght now you need that to stay in power.

Mqt.

Yeah, thatrs why I locked you out.

Union

We will offer no strikes over the extent of this contract agreement and

Ínto the next 2 years following that.

Mgt.

Yourre locked out, obviously I donrt care about your strikes, that

doesn't matter to me. What does matter to me is that I canrt afford to
pay you any more than IZe". I think that is what the inflation rate is.

Union

If we were to call a strike and were to prolong it we will not be the
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ones hurting, it wiII be you. we have right now f unds for strikes,

enough money to cover us for quite a long time. Therefore , .. .

Mgt.

so you can suffer and come back, then we mÍght not give you enough

compensation for your suffering, maybe .. .

Union

Therefore, seeing the situation yourre in wÍth the electorate at the

moment, and the situation yourre going to be in if we do strike, without

havinq the office workers to back you up, to aid you, your management

and executive levels wilt fall apart. we are as much required

Mgt.

I cannot give you more than 12% which is the inflation rate which means

you are coming out ahead from iast year; itrs more than yourve ever

gotten. Yourre coming out of the deal ahead of last year.

Union

12% would only give us equal to the cost

living. Seeing as

of living. 13% would give us

we worked at 6% under lastt% over the cost of

year. ..

Mst.

I deny that. Irve already gÍven you B%. Itve gone from 4"6 to L|so,

You haven't given an inch.
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Union

The construction workers across the country received an increase of

252' And thatrs based upon both cost of lÍving and inflationary rates

which they foresee at their wage leve1 will provide an ability to live
within this economy and spend and help it to grow. werre asking

for

lvlqt.

Construction companies make money; we do not.

Union

Werre asking for IB%, LB% break-even, cost of living, 1g% . Oh come

a 13% base
now, the inflation rate alone increases at g% and if
increase last year, so werre talking 2I%.

you had

Mst.

You're adding cost of living and inflation

Union

werre talking 3% above it, no lrm not adding inflatÍon and cost of

living. Irm talking the fact that 77% of. your budget is used for labor

costs, 10% for other costs and 13% is left profÍt according to last yearrs

figures.

Mgt.

Municipal qovernments do not make profits. They donrt run as
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companiesi they donrt run on a profit basis.

UnÍon

Are you telling me that no government has ever had a credit towards

its budget? what is done with that money? It is credited, and is used

in the following years for subsequent projects and things 1ike that.

What werre proposing to you Ís that out of that 13% ancl that 8% increase

level, Ítrs going to give you 23% left. werre proposino an lB% increase

in wage levels so yourre going to have approximately r4%: i3% or L4ea

pure profit.

Mst.

RÍght now, we cannot afford to give you more than 12 because we have

to keêp these projects going, which means we need that money, and we

neecl more than that money to keep the bridges building, to keep the

roads building, not just for of fice work, not just for mÍscellaneous

expenses I've negotiated with unions.

END OF BARGAINING SESSION




